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Seed dormancy and germination are imperative for the plant life cycle in nature and 
agriculture and food production for our life. The regulatory mechanisms of hormonal 
regulation of seed dormancy and germination were investigated in this dissertation study. 
The major objectives were to advance an understanding of universally conserved 
mechanisms of seed dormancy and to establish a foundation for future applications in 
agriculture. It was hypothesized that a single transcriptional change in a gene encoding a 
hormone metabolism enzyme alone would be sufficient to alter the biology of seeds. To 
test this hypothesis, chemically inducible expression of nine-cis-expoxycarotenoid 
dioxygenase (NCED), an abscisic acid (ABA) biosynthesis gene, was examined in 
Arabidopsis thaliana seeds. The induction enhanced ABA levels in seeds and caused 
near-complete suppression of germination, supporting the hypothesis. Considering 
possible applications of this finding for prevention of preharvest sprouting in cereal crops, 
a more advanced idea of spontaneous hyperdormnacy that does not require chemical 
induction was explored. For this objective, a Sorghum bicolor NCED was driven by a 
seed- and maturation stage-specific and ABA-responsive promoter from wheat (Triticum 
aestivum), which was expected to create a positive feedback loop in the ABA metabolism 
and signaling pathways and amplify ABA biosynthesis. This approach caused even more 
robust dormancy in Arabidopsis seeds compared to chemical induction. This system with 
cereal genes offers great potential for direct applications to food crops. These findings, 
together with seed germination recovery strategies, will make a comprehensive system of 
seed dormancy and germination controlling technology for agriculture.   
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Seeds 
Seeds are a dispersal unit and an important delivery system of genetic information of 
plants. Seeds develop on the maternal plants and are dispersed from them at maturity to 
establish the next generation of plants. They have played an essential role in the survival 
and adaptation of plants under changing environments over the course of evolution. Seeds 
of wild species are used to restore natural habitats, which is important for environmental 
control. About 70 percent of food for human consumption in the world directly comes 
from seeds and the rest comes predominantly from livestock fed on seeds (Bewley et al., 
2013). Seeds are imperative for the initiation of agricultural production. The novel traits 
created in the modern agriculture are delivered all over the world in the form of seeds 
(Nambara and Nonogaki, 2012). Therefore, understanding the biology of seeds is critical 
to ensure world food security and sustain the global ecosystem. 
A seed is a mature ovule, which is formed through fertilization. In Angiosperm, one of 
the sperm nuclei fuses with the nucleus of an egg cell through the synergid cell, which 
gives rise to the embryo. The other nucleus in the pollen tube fuses with the two nuclei in 
the central cell, which develops into the endosperm. Thus, double fertilization generates a 
diploid embryo and a triploid endosperm (Higashiyama et al., 2003; Hamamura et al., 
2012). Both the embryo and endosperm are surrounded and protected by the testa, a seed 
coat, which is derived from the integuments, a maternal tissue made of several cell layers. 
The innermost layer of the integument cells produces the pigments proanthocyanidins, 
which confer testa color (Debeaujon et al., 2007).  
A zygote, a fertilized single cell, goes through cell divisions and develops into a 
globular embryo, in which the cell fates and the basic body plans of a plant have already 
been determined (Bewley et al., 2000). During the early embryogenesis, 
histodifferentiation continues, which specifies various tissue domains, such as the radicle, 
cotyledons and shoot apical meristem (Chandler, 2008). Auxin, a plant hormone, and its 
transporters play an important role during this stage to form proper tissues and organs of 
the embryo. Mutant embryos with defects in auxin distribution and signal transduction 
typically show abnormal morphologies before or at seed maturation (Bowman and Floyd, 
2008; Chandler, 2008). During the mid through late embryogenesis, the embryo elongates 
through cell expansion, which is accompanied by deposition of storage proteins, lipids 
and carbohydrates. A characteristic event during the late embryogenesis is the induction 
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of desiccation tolerance. There are some species, in which seeds do not go through 
maturation drying and lack desiccation tolerance. These seeds are called ‘recalcitrant’ 
seeds. Other seeds with desiccation tolerance, which are called orthodox seeds, 
accumulate late embryogenesis abundant (LEA) proteins, which are thought to protect 
seed cells from damages due to loss of water (Tolleter et al., 2007; Bewley et al., 2013). 
Seeds become capable of germinating during development. However, they do not usually 
exhibit germination on the maternal plants, except for some species causing natural 
vivipary (e.g. mangrove) (Bewley et al., 2013), because seed dormancy, a mechanism to 
suppress seed germination, is induced during the maturation stage and maintained 
through mature seeds over dispersal. Understanding the regulatory mechanisms of seed 
dormancy and germination and translating the fundamental knowledge into future 
applications are the major goals of this dissertation study.   
 
Germination and dormancy  
Seed germination is the emergence of an embryo, the next generation of plant, from a 
seed. The word ‘germination’ could mean different events. The emergence of the radicle, 
an embryonic root, from a seed could be expressed as seed germination. On the other 
hand, seedling emergence from the soil surface is also called germination. However, in 
seed science, seed germination is defined as the physiological events occurring in 
imbibed seeds before embryo (usually radicle) emergence. This is called sensu stricto 
seed germination and is distinguished from seedling growth, which is a post-germinative 
event (Bewley and Black, 1978).  
Rehydration, or imbibition, of dry seeds is an essential event for germination. The 
imbibitional stages of seeds can be divided into three phases (Bewley et al., 2013). 
During Phase I, dry seeds uptake water rapidly and resume reorganization of cell 
organelles, including mitochondria for respiration. Restoration of intact membranes 
during this period is critical for the function of organelles and general activities of the cell 
(Nonogaki et al., 2010). The phase II is a lag phase where water content is leveled off. 
During this phase, many biochemical and molecular events, including the synthesis of 
messenger RNA (transcription), protein (translation), and microtubule rearrangement (de 
Castro et al., 2000) occur in the embryo. At Phase III, another sharp increase of water 
content is observed, due to the emergence of the radicle, which rapidly absorbs a 
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substantial amount of water and elongates. Therefore, Phase III is a post-germinative 
stage. Although water is essential for germination, in some species, such as morning 
glory and alfalfa, seeds have impermeable testa, which does not allow the entry of water 
(called ‘hard seed’) (Bewley et al., 2013), and require special treatments to modify the 
property of the testa for germination. Treatments to modify testa property include 
chemical (e.g. by sulfuric acid) or physical (e.g. by sand paper) ‘scarification’, which 
removes the water-proof layer of the testa. 
While water is required for germination, full rehydration does not necessarily lead to 
completion of germination immediately. There is interplay between the embryo and the 
endosperm (Groot and Karssen, 1987; Nonogaki, 2006). An important force for seed 
germination is generated by the embryo, which is called ‘embryo growth potential’ and is 
a primary force for radicle emergence (Carpita et al., 1979a, 1979b). This force is 
generated through cell elongation, rather than cell divisions in the radicle (Sliwinska et al., 
2009). Cell elongation in the radicle and hypocotyl region of the embryo is probably 
induced by cell wall loosening through cell wall modifying proteins, such as expansins 
(Chen et al., 2001). This is called a ‘cell wall loosening hypothesis’. There is another 
hypothesis called ‘solute accumulation hypothesis’. In this hypothesis, small molecules, 
such as amino acids and sugars, which accumulate in the embryonic cells as degradation 
products of proteins, lipids and polysaccharides, serve as ‘solutes’ to lower water 
potential of the cells. This promotes the entry of water into the cells, expands them, and 
positively affect embryo growth potential (Bewley et al., 2013). 
The other force that needs to be considered for the mechanisms of seed germination is 
‘the mechanical resistance of the endosperm (Watkins and Cantliffe, 1983; Cantliffe et al., 
1984). While the endosperm provides nutrition and supports the radicle growth after its 
emergence at Phase III, the intact endosperm layer provides mechanical resistance to the 
embryo and serves as a barrier to its emergence during Phase II. Particularly, the 
‘micropylar’ region of the endosperm (Figure 1-1), which surrounds the radicle tip, is a 
significant barrier to radicle emergence (Groot and Karssen, 1987; Nonogaki et al., 2000). 
Therefore, weakening of this tissue is prerequisite for endosperm rupture by the radicle 
(Watkins et al., 1985; Groot and Karssen, 1987). The rigidity of the micropylar 
endosperm is also associated with the property of the cell walls. The endosperm cell walls 
are thickened by hemicelluloses, such as mannans, which are called ‘secondary cell walls’  
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Figure 1-1. Interplay between the embryo and the endosperm in a seed. Photographs of 
tomato seed are shown as an example. Top, dissected half seed. The embryo (radicle, 
cotyledons) is surrounded by the endosperm and the testa, a seed coat. Bottom-left, a 
close-up view of the micropylar region of a seed. Bottom-right, schematic representation 
of the interplay between the embryo growth potential and the mechanical resistance of the 
endosperm, which plays a decisive role for the completion of germination (Photos taken 
by Mariko Nonogaki).  
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(Groot et al., 1988). While different types of polysaccharides are present in the secondary 
cell walls of the endosperm depending on species (Lee et al., 2012), degradation of these 
polymers is thought to be a widespread event in seeds of various species (Nonogaki, 
2014). In tomato and Arabidopsis seeds, genes associated with cell wall modification are 
expressed exclusively in the micropylar region (Chen and Bradford, 2000; Nonogaki et 
al., 2000; Martinez-Andujar et al., 2012b; Dekkers et al., 2013), supporting the 
hypothesis that endosperm weakening at the micropylar region is an essential event for 
seed germination. In cereal seeds, such as barley grains, the endosperm does not surround 
the radicle tip, however the ‘coleorhiza’, a radicle covering tissue, provides mechanical 
resistance to it and affect germination (Barrero et al., 2009). Thus, a balance of embryo 
growth potential and the mechanical resistance of the covering tissues is an important 
determinant of radicle emergence. The embryo growth potential has to overcome the 
endosperm mechanical resistance for the completion of seed germination. 
The germinative events described above are essential for the completion of 
germination. However, there are many occasions where these events and germination do 
not occur even when seeds are viable and conditions favorable for their germination are 
provided. This is defined as seed dormancy (Bewley et al., 2013). As mentioned above, 
the suppression of germination is induced during the developmental stages, especially 
during seed maturation, which is maintained through dry mature seeds. This is called 
primary dormancy. A certain period of dry storage can release primary dormancy, which 
is called ‘after-ripening’, although its mechanisms are still elusive. When nondormant 
seeds are imbibed under adverse conditions, such as darkness, low osmotic potential 
and/or high temperatures, dormancy could be induced. This is called secondary dormancy 
and is distinguished from primary dormancy (Bewley et al., 2013). 
Seed dormancy could be caused by the covering tissues, such as the testa and the 
endosperm, which is called ‘coat-imposed dormancy’ (Bewley et al., 2013). The 
restrictive role of the endosperm to embryo growth mentioned above could be a cause in 
this category of dormancy. The testa also plays an important role in imposing seed 
dormancy. The transparent testa (tt) mutants, which contain reduced levels of 
proanthocyanidins in the testa, exhibit little or no seed dormancy, suggesting that 
pigmentation of the testa is essential for seed dormancy (Debeaujon et al., 2000; 
Debeaujon et al., 2001; Nesi et al., 2002; Pourcel et al., 2005). There are many other 
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causes of seed dormancy, such as rudimentary embryos, which could vary depending on 
species (Baskin and Baskin, 1998). In contrast, there must be general mechanisms of seed 
dormancy that are universally conserved among many species. Hormonal regulation is 
probably one of the highly conserved mechanisms of seed dormancy and therefore 
understanding this principle is of fundamental importance in basic seed biology. 
Moreover, universally conserved basic principles have great potential for applications. 
From this point of view, the regulatory mechanisms of hormonal regulation of seed 
dormancy and germination were focused in this dissertation study. 
 
Hormonal regulation 
Seed dormancy and germination are regulated mainly by abscisic acid (ABA) and 
gibberellin (GA). ABA induces and maintains seed dormancy while GA promotes seed 
germination (Bewley et al., 2013). Dormancy and germination are also controlled by 
environmental cues, such as temperature and light, however in these cases also the 
environmental cues are mediated through hormonal regulation (discussed below).   
When an active GA is synthesized and received, it binds to GIBBERELLIN 
INSENSITIVE DWARF1 (GID1), a GA receptor (Ueguchi-Tanaka et al., 2005; Iuchi et 
al., 2007), which triggers its interaction with RGA-LIKE 2 (RGL2), a DELLA protein 
(Lee et al., 2002; Tyler et al., 2004). This repressor of seed germination down-regulates 
GA-inducible genes, such as expansins (Cao et al., 2006), which are necessary for cell 
expansion and the generation of embryo growth potential for germination. The DELLA 
protein bound by GID1 is ubiquitinated by the E3 ubiquitin ligase complex including 
SLEEPY, a F-box protein (Steber et al., 1998; McGinnis et al., 2003; Ariizumi and 
Steber, 2007). Upon ubiquitination, the DELLA protein is degraded or inactivated by the 
26S proteasome pathway, which allows de-repression and induces seed germination (Itoh 
et al., 2003; Dill et al., 2004). Thus, posttranslational modification plays a critical role in 
GA signal transduction and alleviation of seed dormancy, or induction of germination.  
 Seed dormancy and germination are determined by a balance of GA and ABA, which 
is called ‘hormone balance theory’ (Karssen and Laçka, 1986; Karssen and Groot, 1987). 
ABA antagonizes the positive action of GA on seed germination and induces and 
maintains seed dormancy. Nine-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase (NCED) is thought to 
be a key enzyme in the ABA biosynthesis pathway (Yamaguchi et al., 2007). ABA levels 
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increase during the mid and late seed developmental stages (Kanno et al., 2010), which is 
most likely through NCED expression (Lefebvre et al., 2006; Frey et al., 2012) and is 
essential for the induction of seed dormancy (Leon-Kloosterziel et al., 1996).  
ABA in seeds is received by its receptor PYRABACTIN RESISTANCE 1 (PYR1) 
(Ma et al., 2009; Park et al., 2009). Upon ABA perception, the ABA receptor changes its 
conformation, which triggers a protein phosphatase 2C (PP2C), such as ABA 
INSENSITIVE1 (ABI1), to bind to the receptor. The protein kinase sucrose non-
fermenting-1-related protein kinase 2 (SnRK2), which is suppressed by PP2C in the 
absence of ABA, is activated upon ABA perception (Cutler et al., 2010). SnRK2 then 
phosphorylates the ABA signal transduction proteins downstream, such as ABA 
INSENSITIVE5 (ABI5) and other ABRE (ABA responsive element)-binding factors 
(ABFs) (Piskurewicz et al., 2008), which induce expression of ABA-responsive genes 
through their binding to ABRE in the promoter regions of genes (Devic et al., 1996; 
Schwartz et al., 1997). The stability of ABI3 and ABI5 is also regulated by ubiquitination 
and the 26S proteasome pathway (Lopez-Molina et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2005). These 
sequential events are the core mechanisms of seed dormancy induction and maintenance 
during and following seed maturation.  
When these ABA events are repressed, seed dormancy is released and germination 
occurs. For example, expression of NCED in Arabidopsis seeds is down-regulated and 
expression of CYP707A2, an ABA deactivation gene, is up-regulated by red light (~660 
nm), both of which result in reduced ABA levels and signal transduction (Seo et al., 
2006). This phytochrome-mediated change in ABA levels also affects GA. Since ABA 
down-regulates the GA biosynthesis gene GA 3-oxidase (GA3ox) and up-regulates the 
GA deactivation gene GA2ox (Seo et al., 2006), the reduction in ABA levels results in 
GA increase in seeds and positively affects germination. 
The molecular and biochemical mechanisms of the antagonistic function of GA and 
ABA, in terms of seed dormancy and germination, were a mystery over a long period of 
time in the history of seed biology. However, the recent progresses in seed research have 
provided much information as described above. When some more critical experiments are 
performed and the efficiency and robustness of the key regulatory factors are examined 
further, it will be possible to obtain a comprehensive understanding of hormone biology 
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in seeds, which can be translated into technologies to improve productivity in agriculture 
and food production.  
 
Related agricultural issues 
Seed germination and establishment are the first critical steps in agricultural production. 
The mature seeds immediately after harvest are under primary dormancy, which is 
problematic for growers when they need germination. After-ripening can release primary 
dormancy. However, it requires a certain period of storage and therefore is a passive 
method to release seed dormancy. Prechilling is a relatively short-term treatment and 
efficient to break seed dormancy in many crop species, if production scale is small 
enough and sowing wet seeds is not laborious to growers. For direct seed sowing in large-
scale production, dry seeds, including pelleted or film-coated seeds, are more convenient 
and desirable. For a commercial scale, seed companies have been using priming to 
accelerate seed germination. Primary dormancy can be alleviated during seed priming. 
However, there are still problems with secondary dormancy or germination inhibition 
under suboptimal conditions, such as high temperatures, after sowing. Suppression of 
germination at high temperatures or ‘thermoinhibition’ is observed in crop seeds, such as 
lettuce (Argyris et al., 2008; Argyris et al., 2011) and true potato seeds (Alvarado et al., 
2000). Recent studies on thermoinhibition of seed germination have revealed that this 
dormancy, or germination inhibition, is also mediated by hormone metabolism and signal 
transduction (Toh et al., 2008; Toh et al., 2012; Lim et al., 2013). Therefore, 
understanding the mechanisms of hormonal regulation of seed dormancy and germination 
is also important to solve these issues in agriculture.  
 In contrast, a lack of dormancy also causes serious issues in agriculture. Many crops 
species have lost dormancy traits, due to intentional or unintentional selection of genetic 
lines with high germination capacity, over the course of domestication. This is well 
exemplified by cereal seeds, such as wheat and rice. Precocious germination from 
developing cereal grains on the maternal plants, which is called preharvest sprouting 
(PHS), is a serious issue in agriculture and affects global food production (Martinez-
Andujar et al., 2012a). PHS occurs in grains at the maturation stages when the production 
fields are subjected to highly humid conditions before harvest. PHS not only results in 
reduced grain yields but also damages the quality of the end-product made from these 
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grains. In wheat grains, for example, completion of seed germination triggers GA 
synthesis in the embryo, which is secreted to the aleurone layer, the living endosperm 
surrounding the starchy endosperm. The aleurone cells are stimulated by GA to produce 
amylases and secrete them to the starchy endosperm (Chrispeels and Varner, 1967). As a 
consequence, the starch contained in the grains is degraded before harvest, which reduces 
flour quality for bread making. Since PHS occurs in the major food crops for the world, 
such as wheat, rice and even sorghum, a staple crop for people in developing countries, 
PHS prevention is a critical issue for world food security. In this dissertation study, this 
ultimate goal of PHS prevention through possible applications of fundamental knowledge 
was also considered during experimental design.   
 
Hypotheses and objectives of this study 
While hormone perception and signal transduction are mediated by multiple factors 
mainly at the posttranslational level as described above, hormone metabolism is 
predominantly controlled at the transcriptional level. I hypothesized that a single 
transcriptional change of a gene encoding a rate-limiting enzyme in a hormone 
metabolism pathway would be sufficient to alter the biology of seeds in both developing 
and imbibed seeds. NCED has been suggested to be a rate-limiting enzyme for ABA 
biosynthesis and is most likely involved in the regulatory mechanisms of seed dormancy 
(Lefebvre et al., 2006; Frey et al., 2012). However, it is not known whether induction of 
the single gene encoding this enzyme is sufficient for seed responses. If seeds are not 
producing the substrate for the enzyme and their precursors continuously, a simple 
induction of the gene may not function. For example, a single transcriptional change of a 
well-characterized dormancy factor, such as of ABI5 (Piskurewicz et al., 2008) or DOG1 
(Nakabayashi et al., 2012), did not suppress germination of imbibed seeds. The first 
objective of this study was to examine the potential of a single transcriptional change in 
NCED as a switch to alter the biology of seeds. For this purpose, a chemically inducible 
gene expression system was used (Chapter 2).    
If a single transcriptional change can be a switch to control seed dormancy and 
germination, it opens great potential for applications in agriculture. The PHS issue 
mentioned above could be addressed by imposing seed dormancy through the induction 
of NCED. While the chemical ligand used in this study is efficient and environmentally 
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safe (Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011), spraying the chemical ligand to a large production 
filed, such as wheat production fields, may not be practical. There still seems to be a 
limitation in translational biology. The second objective of this study was to overcome 
this limitation by even better understanding the basic mechanisms of hormone 
metabolism and signal transduction and modifying them so that spontaneous 
hyperdormancy could be established without an aid of chemical application. For this 
objective, NCED expression using an ABA-responsive promoter was examined (Chapter 
3), because it was expected to create a positive feedback loop in the ABA biosynthesis 
and signal transduction pathways and amplify ABA production and responses in seed-
specific and maturation stage-specific manners. 
If alteration of NCED expression alone was robust enough to change the biology of 
seeds and produce hyperdormant seeds, it is anticipated to cause difficulties in recovering 
germination from the hyperdormant seeds. Therefore, the third objective of this study was 
to explore possible strategies to rescue germination from the NCED-enhanced lines. 
Chemical induction of positive regulators of seed germination has potential to recover 
germination. However, some of ligands for chemically inducible gene expression systems 
may not fully permeate through the endosperm and the embryo. To address this issue, a 
new inducible gene expression system was tested, by particularly targeting the stages 
before testa rupture in Arabidopsis seeds. In addition, potential of altering ABA 
perception by an ABA antagonist (Takeuchi et al., 2014) was also tested for germination 
recovery from hyperdormancy (Chapter 4). This dissertation discusses the results of all 
these experiments and possible application of the outcomes of this study for agriculture 
and food production.  
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ABSTRACT 
Full understanding of mechanisms that control seed dormancy and germination remains 
elusive. While it has been proposed that translational control plays a predominant role in 
germination, other studies suggest the importance of specific gene expression patterns in 
imbibed seeds. In this chapter, the importance of the regulatory mechanism at the 
transcriptional level in imbibed seeds and role of a hormone metabolism gene were 
examined. Transgenic plants were developed to permit conditional expression of a gene 
encoding 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenases 6 (NCED6), a key enzyme in abscisic acid 
(ABA) biosynthesis, using the ecdysone receptor-based Plant Gene Switch System and 
the ligand methoxyfenozide. Induction of NCED6 during imbibition increased ABA 
levels more than 20 fold and was sufficient to prevent seed germination. Germination 
suppression was prevented by fluridone, an inhibitor of ABA biosynthesis. In another 
study, induction of the NCED6 gene in transgenic seeds of non-dormant mutants tt3 and 
tt4 re-established seed dormancy. Furthermore, inducing expression of NCED6 during 
seed development suppressed vivipary, precocious germination of developing seeds. 
These results indicate that expression of a hormone metabolism gene in seeds can be a 
sole determinant of dormancy. This study opens the possibility to develop a robust 
technology to suppress or promote seed germination through engineering pathways of 
hormone metabolism.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Seed germination is completed by the emergence of the embryo from the seed coat 
(Nonogaki et al., 2010) and  plants have evolved a number of strategies to regulate 
germination. Seeds of many species go through dormancy, a period during which 
germination is suppressed under conditions that are normally favorable for germination 
(Bewley and Black, 1994). Dormancy allows seeds to germinate in appropriate seasons or 
at locations suitable for seedling growth and further development.  
Seed dormancy and germination are controlled primarily by the balance of abscisic 
acid (ABA) and gibberellin (GA) (Seo et al., 2009). ABA is involved in the induction and 
maintenance of seed dormancy while GA releases dormancy and induces germination. 
ABA and GA levels are determined by the relative rates of biosynthesis and deactivation 
of their chemical precursors and conjugates, the levels of which are mainly controlled by 
gene expression (Seo et al., 2006; Yamaguchi et al., 2007). In contrast, hormone signal 
transduction is considered to be post-translationally regulated. RGA-LIKE2 (RGL2), a 
repressor of seed germination, is subjected to the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway after 
perception of GA by GIBBERELLIN INSENSITIVE DWARF1 (GID1), a GA receptor 
(Ariizumi and Steber, 2007; Ariizumi et al., 2008). ABA INSENSITIVE 5 (ABI5), a 
germination repressor in the ABA signalling cascades that is affected by RGL2 
(Piskurewicz et al., 2008), is also subjected to the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway (Lopez-
Molina et al., 2003). Interestingly, the direct target of RGA is XERICO, an H2-type 
RING protein that positively affects ABA accumulation (Zentella et al., 2007). Thus, 
there is a feedback loop to the hormone metabolism pathways that balances the 
biosynthesis of ABA with its degradation, the outcome of which is an important 
determinant of dormancy and germination of seeds.  
An objective of this study was to evaluate the role of expression of genes that control 
ABA production in germination of seeds. Earlier work supported the conclusion that 
germination is largely, or solely, based on translation of stored mRNAs and on functions 
of pre-existing proteins in a study that employed inhibitors of transcription and translation 
(Rajjou et al., 2004). On the other hand, data from studies that employed transcriptome 
analyses support the suggestion that changes in gene expression are essential for release 
from dormancy and induction of germination-specific processes (Cadman et al., 2006; 
Finch-Savage et al., 2007). 
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It was hypothesized that changing the expression of a key gene involved in synthesis 
of ABA during imbibition would be sufficient to modify hormone levels and germination 
of seeds. This hypothesis was tested by focusing on a key regulatory step of ABA 
biosynthesis, namely the cleavage of 9-cis-epoxycarotenoids to produce xanthoxin, 
catalyzed by 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenases (NCEDs) (Nambara and Marion-Poll, 
2005; Lefebvre et al., 2006). NCED genes have been isolated from many agricultural 
species including maize (Zea mays) (Tan et al., 1997), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) 
(Burbidge et al., 1999), potato (Solanum tuberosum) (Destefano-Beltrán et al., 2006), 
avocado (Persea americana) (Chernys and Zeevaart, 2000) and orange (Citrus sinensis) 
(Rodrigo et al., 2006). In Arabidopsis thaliana, NCED6 and NCED9 are the major genes 
involved in ABA biosynthesis in developing seeds. NCED6 is expressed in the 
endosperm and NCED9 in the endosperm and embryo of developing seeds (Lefebvre et 
al., 2006).   
Genetic analyses of loss- or gain-of-function mutants in ABA biosynthesis suggested 
that both NCED6 and NCED9 are important for induction and maintenance of dormancy. 
Arabidopsis nced6 nced9 double mutants showed a decrease in seed ABA content and 
reduced dormancy (Lefebvre et al., 2006). However, mutations in these genes affect seed 
development and it is not clear whether dormancy/germination phenotypes are the 
consequence of gene expression during seed development or only during imbibition. 
Although expression during both stages is probably important for control of germination, 
it is important to separate the events of seed development and germination. 
To cause expression of NCED in a narrow stage of development, the Plant Gene 
Switch System (PGSS), a chemically induced gene expression system, was adapted. 
PGSS is based on the ecdysone receptor (EcR) and methoxyfenozide (MOF) and has  few 
significant drawbacks of other systems (e.g., toxicity of the ligand) (Padidam, 2003; Koo 
et al., 2004; Tavva et al., 2007). The PGSS system was used to induce transcription of 
NCED6 or NCED9 in imbibed seeds, and in developing seeds under conditions that 
promote vivipary. Expression in imbibed seeds increased ABA production and restricted 
seed germination; fluridone, an inhibitor of ABA synthesis, inhibited this process. 
NCED9 was less effective than NCED6 in reducing germination (discussed later). 
Induction of NCED6 during seed development increased seed dormancy and reduced or 
eliminated precocious germination. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Preparation of DNA vectors and transgenic plants 
The NCED6 and NCED9 DNA were amplified from the Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia-
0 genomic DNA (no introns in either gene) using gene-specific primers (NCED6 forward 
5’-CATAGGTCGCTCACAAGTCA-3’ [25-bp upstream of the predicted coding region]  
and reverse 5’-AGAGTCCTTGGCGTGTCAA-3’ [334-bp downstream of the predicted 
coding region; NCED9 forward: 5’-CGAATGTCTCACATCGTTGGT-3’ [449-bp 
upstream of the predicted coding region]  and reverse: 5’-
CACAGTTGGATCATTGGACAC-3’ [188-bp downstream of the predicted coding  
region]) and a high fidelity DNA polymerase PrimeSTAR (Takara). Using amplified 
fragments as templates, the coding regions were amplified with restriction enzyme sites 
(BstBI/ApaI for NCED6; XhoI/XmaI for NCED9). The conditions for PCR were: one 
cycle at 94°C (4 min), one cycle at 80°C (2 min), touchdown cycles (94ºC for 15 sec, 
72ºC →66ºC for 15 sec, and 72°C for 30 sec) (one cycle for each temperature) and 30 
cycles at 94°C (15 sec), 65°C (15 sec) and 72°C (30 sec), followed by extension at 72°C 
(7 min). The NCED6 and NCED9 coding regions with restriction sites were cloned to 
Zero Blunt TOPO vectors and verified by sequencing. The coding regions of NCEDs 
were ligated to the restriction sites in the AGE gene switch vector (Ordiz et al., 2010) 
(Figure 2-2). The AGE vector contains the activation domain from rice bZIP protein 
RF2a (Dai et al., 2003); the DNA binding domain of yeast GAL4 protein (G, amino acids 
1-147) (Laughon and Gesteland, 1984); and the ecdysone binding region from the EcR 
receptor switch from the spruce budworm Cloristoneura fumiferana (E, amino acids 206-
539) (Perera et al., 1999). The sequences in the transformation vectors were verified 
again (termed AGE:NCED6 and AGE:NCED9). The transformation vectors were 
introduced into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 by electroporation, and the 
resulting strains were used to transform Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia-0 by the floral 
dip method (Clough and Bent, 1998).  
 
Chemical induction of a gene of interest  
For the induction of AGE:NCED6 plants at ~10 rosette stages, diluted (x10,000) 
Intrepid2F (Dow AgroSciences) solution which contained 62 µM MOF as an active 
ingredient was applied directly to the soil in pots containing Arabidopsis seedlings by 
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drenching. Seedling were harvested two days after induction and frozen at -80°C before 
RNA extraction. For the induction experiments in imbibed seeds, freshly harvested seeds, 
which were dried for less than two weeks, were placed in 9 cm plastic petri dishes on two 
layers of filter paper (No. 2, Whatman Inc.) moistened with 3.5 mL water or Intrepid2F 
(x10,000) and incubated at 4°C for 3 days and at 22°C for 29 h (gene expression analysis) 
or 5 days (germination tests). A criterion of the completion of germination is embryo 
emergence from seeds, however a small number of seeds that were arrested right after 
endosperm rupture was not considered as normal germination. For germination recovery, 
10 µM fluridone was included with Intrepid2F.  
 
ABA quantification 
ABA was quantified at the Donald Danforth Plant Science Center Proteomics and Mass 
Spectrometry Facility. Samples were ground in liquid nitrogen and internal standards (10 
mL of 2.5 mM) were added. Samples were extracted with 1.5 mL acetonitrile/methanol 
(1:1 v:v). After lyophilization, samples were resolubilized in 200 mL of 50% MeOH. For 
LC separation, two monolithic C18 columns (Onyx, 4.6 mm x 100 mm, Phenomenex) 
with a guard cartridge were used flowing at 1 mL min-1. The gradient was from 40% 
solvent A (0.1% (v/v) acetic acid in MilliQ water), held for 2 min, to 100% solvent B (90% 
acetonitrile (v/v) with 0.1% acetic acid (v/v) in 5 min. The LC was held at 100% B for 3 
min and then ramped back to initial conditions and re-equilibrated for an additional 2 min. 
To minimize variation from the autosampler, the sample loop was overfilled with 52 mL 
of sample and the sample storage temperature was set to 8°C. The LC-MS/MS system 
was composed of a Shimadzu LC system with LEAP CTC PAL autosampler coupled to 
an Applied Biosystems 4000 QTRAP mass spectrometer equipped with a TurboIon Spray 
(TIS) electrospray ion source. Source parameters were set to: CUR: 25, GAS1: 50, GS2: 
50 (arbitrary unit), CAD: high, IHE: on, TEM: 550 °C, IS: -4500. Both quadruples (Q1 
and Q3) were set to unit resolution. Analyst software (version 1.4.2) was used to control 
sample acquisition and data analysis. To maximize sensitivity, ABA standard solutions 
were infused into the 4000 QTRAP with a syringe pump (Harvard 22) at 10 mL min-1 to 
select multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) transitions and optimize compound-
dependent parameters for MRM detection. A standard curve was established for the 
method. For quantitation, a series of standards were prepared containing different 
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concentrations of ABA mixed with D-labeled ABA (250 pmol/sample). Correction 
factors were obtained by adjusting the ratio of standard peak areas to that of internal 
standards in all samples. The peak areas of endogenous ABA were normalized with the 
corresponding internal standard and then calculated according to the standard curve. 
 
RNA gel blot 
For RNA gel blot analysis, total RNA was extracted from Arabidopsis seedlings, siliques 
or seeds using standard phenol-SDS extraction (Sambrook et al., 1989). Equal amounts (2 
µg) of total RNA were separated on a 1.3% (w/v) agarose gel containing 7% (v/v) 
formaldehyde, transferred to a positively charged nylon membrane (Hybond-N+, 
Amersham Biosciences), and UV-cross linked. To make the RNA probe, NCED6 cDNA 
in TOPO pCR 4.0 vector (Invitrogen) was transcribed using a digoxigenin-labeled NTP 
mixture (Roche Applied Science) and T7 RNA polymerase (Ambion). Overnight 
hybridization was done at 60°C in hybridization buffer containing 50% (v/v) deionized 
formamide, 4% (w/v) blocking reagent (Roche Applied Science), 0.2% (w/v) SDS, 5x 
SSC, and approximately 100 ng mL-1 RNA probe followed 15 min of prehybridization at 
the same temperature. The membranes were washed once for 25 min with 2x SSC and 0.1% 
(w/v) SDS at 60°C and twice for 25 min with 0.2x SSC and 0.1% (w/v) SDS at 60°C. 
They were then blocked for 30 min with 5% (w/v) nonfat milk in 0.1 M maleic acid 
buffer, pH 7.5, containing 0.15 M NaCl and 0.3% (v/v) Tween 20 (buffer A) and were 
incubated with alkaline phosphate-conjugated anti-digoxigenin antibody (1:15,000 
dilution) for 1 h at 25°C. After washing with buffer A, the membranes were subjected to 
chemiluminescence detection. The signal was detected on x-ray film. 
 
Examination of precocious germination from siliques  
For three independent homozygous AGE:NCED6 lines and wild type, 10 developing 
siliques at the long-green stage from each of three individual plants were divided into two 
groups of five, which were plated in the presence or absence of the ligand, respectively. 
They were slightly opened at the replum-valve margin using a surgical blade, sterilized 
with 70% (v/v) ethanol for 1 min and 25% bleach for 10 min, and then plated on 0.7% 
(w/v) agar containing 1% (w/v) sucrose and MS salt (Murashige and Skoog, 1962), with 
or without Intrepid2F (x10,000). Germination was examined after 12 days of incubation.     
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RESULTS 
Plant Gene Switch System to enhance NCED6 expression 
To test the hypothesis that induction of NCED6, a gene encoding the rate-limiting ABA 
biosynthesis enzyme 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase (Figure 2-1), suppresses seed
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Schematic representation of the ABA biosynthesis and deactivation pathways. 
The figure is not comprehensive but highlight the key pathway related to the genes and 
active hormone focused in this work (highlighted in black). A single arrow does not 
represent a single reaction. (┤) indicates the site of inhibition in the carotenoid 
biosynthesis by fluridone. The figure is modified from (Yamaguchi et al., 2007). See text 
for gene names. 
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germination, the coding region of NCED6 was cloned to the PGSS vector containing both 
the gene switch construct encoding the chimeric receptor protein AGE, and the inducible 
promoter that is responsive to AGE upon addition of methoxyfenozide (MOF) (Figure 2-
2). While the original VGE effector contains the VP16 activation domain from herpes 
simplex virus (V) (Dalrymple et al., 1985), AGE (Ordiz et al., 2010) replaces the V 
domain with the activation domain from the rice bZIP protein RF2a (A) (Dai et al., 2003) 
(Figure 2-2).  
 Wild-type A. thaliana Columbia-0 plants were transformed with Agrobacterium 
harboring AGE:NCED6 under the control of the cassava vein mosaic virus promoter 
(Figure 2-2), a strong constitutive promoter. Twenty AGE:NCED6 transgenic lines were 
recovered, none of which exhibited phenotypes distinguishable from wild-type plants. 
Homozygous lines were isolated from five independent transgenic based on segregation 
of the antibiotic resistance trait, and were used for further studies.  
Induction of NCED6 in transgenic plants was effected by drenching the soil one time 
with watering solution containing Intrepid2F, approximately 62 µM active ingredient 
MOF (see Material and Methods). Plants were generally in the 10-rosette-leaf stage. 
Ligand application caused accumulation of transcripts of the NCED6 gene only in 
transgenic plants (Figure 2-3A); transcripts were not detected in the absence of the ligand, 
or in wild-type plants either in the presence or absence of the ligand. These results 
demonstrated that the inducible AGE:NCED6 constructs functioned in the transgenic 
plants.  
Wild-type and homozygous seeds from plant line 5-176 were imbibed for 29 h in the 
presence or absence of MOF, and total RNA was extracted and used for northern blot 
analysis. NCED6 was observed in the AGE:NCED6 seeds treated with the ligand (Figure 
2-3B) but not in non-induced seeds or in seeds from non-transgenic plants.   
 
ABA enhancement and germination suppression 
To establish the impact of ABA on germination, seeds were induced to produce 
NCED6 by bathing them in water containing MOF (Figure 2-4A). As controls, seeds of 
non-transgenic plants were treated in a similar manner, and transgenic seeds were 
germinated in water. Germination was suppressed in transgenic seeds treated with MOF
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Figure 2-2. Schematic representation of Plant Gene Switch System (PGSS) with the AGE 
vector used in this study. The ecdysone receptor (EcR)-based PGSS is an efficient, 
inducible system with a unique ligand that essentially meets many of the criteria for field 
application; furthermore, few significant drawbacks (e.g., toxicity of the ligand) of this 
system have been observed. The PGSS consists of three basic components: 1) A receptor 
protein that responds to a suitable ligand to activate gene expression. The chimeric 
receptor protein AGE comprises an activation domain (A) from rice bZIP protein RF2a 
(Dai et al., 2003) (highlighted in yellow); the DNA binding domain of yeast GAL4 
protein (G, amino acids 1-147) (Laughon and Gesteland, 1984) (highlighted in green); 
and the ecdysone binding region from the EcR receptor from the spruce budworm 
Cloristoneura fumiferana (E, amino acids 206-539) (Perera et al., 1999) (highlighted in 
pink); 2) An inducible promoter that when bound with the receptor, activates expression 
of a hormone metabolism gene (e.g. NCED6) linked with the promoter (5XUAS); and 3) 
A ligand that acts as an inducer, methoxyfenozide (MOF) (Padidam et al., 2003; Koo et 
al., 2004) (highlighted in orange). MOF is the active compound of Intrepid2Fthat has 
been approved by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and was used in this study. 
CsVMV: cassava vein mosaic virus promoter. 
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Figure 2-3. Induction of NCED6 in the AGE:NCED6 transgenic lines. Expression of 
NCED6 was examined in wild-type (WT) and the AGE:NCED6 transgenic rosettes after 
48 h of soil drenching (A) and in seeds 29 h after imbibition (B) in the absence (-) or 
presence (+) of the ligand. Equal loading images of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) are shown.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4. Induced suppression of germination of the AGE:NCED6 seeds. A, 
Photographs showing an example of germination suppression observed in the 
AGE:NCED6 seeds. (-), uninduced; (+), induced by the ligand during imbibition. The 
ligand did not affect wild-type (WT) seed germination. B, Photographs of the induced 
AGE:NCED6 seeds that were arrested after testa rupture (left) and endosperm rupture 
(right). Neither of these was counted as germination (see text for details). 
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but not in AGE:NCED6 seeds in the absence of the ligand or in non-transgenic seeds 
treated with the ligand.  
 Germination was suppressed in many individual seed lots from the five homozygous 
independent transgenic lines that were imbibed in water containing MOF, with near-
complete suppression of radicle emergence and absence of seedling establishment (Figure 
2-5). The majority (77% - 89%) of the induced AGE:NCED6 seeds that failed to complete 
germination were arrested after testa rupture (Figure 2-4B, left). The remainder of 
arrested seeds (11% - 23% of seeds) exhibited endosperm rupture although radicles did 
not continue to grow (Figure 2-4B, right). These events mimic germination suppression 
that occurs when exogenous ABA is added during germination (Muller et al., 2006).  
It is known that Arabidopsis testa is impermeable to some small molecules (Debeaujon 
et al., 2000; Rajjou et al., 2004); thus, it is possible that MOF does not enter seeds in 
advance of rupture of the testa (see Chapter 4). In contrast, Arabidopsis endosperm seems 
to be permeable to the ligand, since many seeds were arrested immediately after testa 
rupture (Figure 2-4B); furthermore, induction of NCED6 expression was detected at 29 h 
imbibition when most seeds had completed testa rupture but not radicle protrusion 
(Figure 2-3B).  
The suppression of germination that followed expression of the NCED6 gene was 
presumably caused by changes in ABA biosynthesis. This was confirmed by quantifying 
ABA levels in seeds using mass spectrometry. In the absence of MOF, ABA levels in 
both wild-type and AGE:NCED6 seeds were relatively low and similar to each other. In 
contrast, following application of the ligand there was a marked increase in ABA in 
AGE:NCED6 seeds (Figure 2-6). Indeed, the ABA levels in induced AGE:NCED6 seeds 
(Figure 2-6) were equivalent to those reported in cyp707A2, a mutation that results in 
hyperdormant seeds (Kushiro et al., 2004). CYP707A2 encodes ABA 8’-hydroxylase, an 
enzyme that degrades ABA, and hyperdomancy in this line is due to increase in amount 
of ABA due to reduced amounts of the enzyme.  
The degree of induction of expression of the NCED6 gene was not established in this 
study, though increases in amounts of gene transcript were apparent (see Figure 2-3). It is 
clear that induction of NCED6 by the gene switch was sufficient to cause large increases 
in ABA levels. 
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Figure 2-5. Suppression of seed germination induced by the ligand in multiple seed lots 
of the AGE:NCED6 homozygous lines. (-), uninduced; (+), induced with ligand. WT: 
wild type Col-0. Each data indicates average ± SD (n=3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-6. Increased ABA levels in the induced AGE:NCED6 seeds. ABA levels in 
wild-type (WT) and the AGE:NCED6 seeds incubated for 29 h in the absence (-) or 
presence (+) of the ligand are shown. Each data indicates average ± SD (n=3). 
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Inhibition of the ABA biosynthesis pathway  
To confirm that inhibition of germination of induced AGE:NCED6 seeds was due to 
production of ABA, seeds were germinated in the presence of fluridone, a carotenoid 
biosynthesis inhibitor (Bartels and Watson, 1978). Fluridone inhibits phytoene desaturase, 
a key enzyme in the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway (Chamovitz et al., 1993), upstream 
of the role of NCED6 in ABA biosynthesis (Figure 2-1), and treating seeds with fluridone 
can reduce ABA synthesis (Grappin et al., 2000b). Seeds of plants containing the 
AGE:NCED6 gene were germinated with co-application of MOF and fluridone to 
determine the effect on germination. As described above the suppression of germination 
of induced AGE:NCED6 seeds was fully rescued by fluridone (Figure 2-7) and seeds that 
were induced germinated and developed to seedlings, although they were etiolated due to 
the herbicidal effects of the chemical. These results support the conclusion that specific 
suppression of germination in seeds of AGE:NCED6 plants induced with MOF was 
dependent on ABA biosynthesis.  
 
Examination of NCED6 induction in the transparent testa mutant seeds 
Transgenic lines were also developed in a non-dormant line of Arabidopsis, tt 
(transparent testa), to determine if induction of ABA production could repress 
germination in this line. The tt mutants lack pigments in testa (Debeaujon and Koornneef, 
2000; Debeaujon et al., 2000): TT3 and TT4 encode dihydroflavonol 4-reductase (DFR) 
and chalcone synthase (CHS), respectively; both enzymes are involved in biosynthesis of 
proanthocyanidin (PA; (Feinbaum and Ausubel, 1988; Shirley et al., 1992). PA plays an 
essential role in imposing seed dormancy, and tt mutant seeds exhibit little dormancy 
(Debeaujon et al., 2007). tt3 and tt4 were transformed with the AGE:NCED6 vector; 
however, relatively few transgenic lines were recovered from the tt lines, most likely due 
to hypersensitivity of tt seeds to sterilization and to the use of antibiotics during screening. 
However, most of the transgenic lines isolated showed clear response to induction by the 
ligand. The AGE:NCED6 seeds in both tt3 and tt4 backgrounds exhibited suppression of 
germination specifically in the presence of MOF (Figure 2-8). The results demonstrated 
that germination of the extreme non-dormant mutant can be suppressed by altering the 
expression of the NCED6 gene during imbibition. 
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Figure 2-7. Suppression of germination in the AGE:NCED6 seeds induced by MOF and 
recovery of germination by 10 µM fluridone, an inhibitor of ABA biosynthesis. 
Percentage germination of seeds of wild type (WT) and three AGE:NCED6 lines (5-176, 
8-181 and 15-195). (-), uninduced; (+), induced with ligand; F, fluridone treatment (+F 
indicates both ligand and fluridone treatments). Data from three experiments of 50-100 
seeds per sample; average ± SD (n=3).  
 
 
Figure 2-8. Suppression of seed germination induced by the ligand in the AGE:NCED6 
homozygous lines constructed in the transparent testa (tt) mutant. (-), uninduced; (+), 
induced with ligand. tt3 and tt4: control tt3 and tt4 mutant seeds without AGE:NCED6. 
Each data indicates average ± SD (n=3). 
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Plant Gene Switch System to enhance NCED9 expression  
NCED9 is another seed-specific NCED expressed in developing seeds (Lefebvre et al., 
2006). Eight independent transgenic lines that contained an inducible AGE:NCED9 gene 
were generated and tested. Suppression of seed germination was observed in many but 
not all of these lines (about 57%) and suppression was incomplete in most lines (Figure 2-
9). The reason for differences in suppression between seeds that produce NCED6 vs. 
those that produce NCED9 is not yet clear. (discussed below).  
 
PHS prevention  
The induction experiments clearly indicate that an increased accumulation of NCED6 
transcripts and concomitant increase in ABA levels can be a determinant of germination. 
NCED6 was also induced in developing seeds, focusing on its function to prevent 
vivipary, precocious germination in developing seeds. Preliminary experiments had 
indicated that the peak expression of NCED6 was during the long-green-silique stage 
(Figure 2-10). Long green siliques containing morphologically mature embryos of the 
AGE:NCED6 lines were treated, or not treated with the ligand under conditions that favor 
precocious germination. Germination from the developing seeds contained in green 
siliques of the AGE:NCED6 lines was effectively suppressed by treatment with MOF 
while those incubated held in similar conditions but without MOF underwent precocious 
germination (Figure 2-11). Suppression of vivipary was also observed in yellow-stage 
siliques, i.e., those that are more mature (Figure 2-12), when siliques were treated with 
MOF. These results indicated that increasing NCED6 gene expression significantly alters 
the dormancy of developing seeds.  
 
DISCUSSION 
The role of ABA in inducing and maintaining seed dormancy is well known; Mutants in 
which ABA degradation is prevented exhibit reduced seed germination (Kushiro et al., 
2004), indicating that a specific level of ABA is necessary to maintain seed dormancy. It 
is also known that NCED proteins play a major role in ABA synthesis. However, there 
was no direct evidence that NCED induction alone can be a single determinant of 
dormancy. 
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Figure 2-9. Suppression of seed germination induced by the ligand in multiple seed lots 
of the AGE:NCED9 homozygous lines. (-), uninduced; (+), induced with ligand. WT: 
wild type Col-0. Each data indicates average ± SD (n=3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-10. Stage specificity of NCED6 expression during Arabidopsis seed 
development. RNA was extracted from siliques at stage I (green siliques < 0.5 cm), II 
(green siliques >  1.0 cm), III (yellow fresh siliques) and IV (brown dry siliques). NCED6 
peaked around stage II. Equal loading images of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) are shown. 
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Figure 2-11. Suppression of precocious germination in the AGE:NCED6 green siliques. 
A, Immature green siliques incubated for 12 d on agar media. Upper panel, wild-type 
(WT) and AGE:NCED6 lines (5-176, 8-181 and 15-133) incubated in the absence (-) or 
presence (+) of the ligand. Note that the induced AGE:NCED6 siliques exhibit little 
germination. Bottom panels show representative images of precocious germination in the 
absence of the ligand (-IP); and suppression of precocious germination in the presence of 
the ligand (+IP) in AGE:NCED6 siliques. B, Results of precocious germination tests of 
wild-type (WT) and AGE:NCED6 siliques (3 independent lines x 2 individual plants for 
each line), in the absence (-) or presence (+) of the ligand. Each data indicates average ± 
SD (n=3). Seeds that were arrested right after endosperm rupture in siliques were not 
counted as germination. 
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Figure 2-12. Suppression of precocious germination in the AGE:NCED6 yellow siliques. 
Results of precocious germination tests of wild-type (WT) and the AGE:NCED6 siliques 
(3 independent lines x 2 individual plants for each line), in the absence (-) or presence (+) 
of the ligand. Each data indicates average ± SD (n=3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-13. Inhibition of germination of AGE:NCED6 seeds in different concentrations 
of MOF.  
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Constitutive overexpression of NCED1 in tomato seeds suppressed seed germination; 
however, constitutive over expression increased ABA levels in many plant tissues and 
caused undesirable phenotypes in plant development (Thompson et al., 2000; Fan et al., 
2009). To alter ABA levels to specifically effect seed dormancy requires a more tight 
control of expression of NCED gene(s). In this study conditional expression was used to 
control the production of NCED.  
Genes encoding Arabidopsis NCED6 and NCED9 were expressed in Arabidopsis 
seeds using the EcR receptor-based system and MOF was used to activate gene 
expression. The studies provided conclusive evidence that induction of NCED6 gene 
expression, and to a lesser degree NCED9, during imbibition led to high levels of ABA 
production, which in turn restricted seed germination. When the ABA synthesis inhibitor 
fluridone was administered concurrent with induction of gene expression, production of 
ABA was reduced and the amount of seed germination was increased. Similarly, inducing 
expression of NCED6 in detached siliques during seed development repressed vivipary, 
presumably by increasing production of ABA.   
While NCED induction was sufficient to suppress germination in imbibed seeds, it 
does not necessarily conclude that a single factor is sufficient for regulation of seed 
dormancy. It is reasonable to assume that seed dormancy is determined by combinatorial 
factors. Indeed, the effects of NCED6 induction were cancelled by fluridone, which 
limited the substrates for NCED. The enzymes, which function upstream of the ABA 
biosynthesis pathway, are also necessary for dormancy induction. Nonetheless, the results 
of NCED6 induction demonstrated the robustness of a rate-limiting enzyme. When other 
factors are present (which was the case in the imbibed nondormant seeds), NCED can be 
the final determinant of seed dormancy or germination. 
The reason for incomplete effectiveness of NCED9 induction is not known. It may not 
reflect the efficiency of NCED9 itself but is probably because of a technical issue. As 
indicated in Chapter 3 also, it has been suggested that the first 150 bp of the annotated 
coding sequence include the 3’ region of the NCED9 promoter sequence, which adds 50 
extra amino acids to the N-terminus (Frey et al., 2012). The vector for NCED9 induction 
used in this study was created based on the original annotation, which included the extra 
amino acids. This could be the reason for insufficient effectiveness of NCED9 induction. 
Other workers reported that inducing expression of a bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) NCED 
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gene in tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) seeds using the dexamethasone (DEX)-inducible 
system, resulted in incomplete suppression of germination (Qin and Zeevaart, 2002). 
Incomplete suppression might result from expression of a heterologous NCED gene, or 
incomplete penetration of the gene switch system that was used. 
The outcomes of this study provide a foundation for developing technologies related to 
seed germination: for example, to reduce vivipary in agricultural species that produce 
partially dormant seeds. For example, preharvest sprouting (PHS) can occur during wheat 
production if moist conditions are encountered late in the growing season (Gerjets et al., 
2010). It is critical to understand the mechanisms of both suppression and promotion of 
seed germination, and to develop technologies to control seed development, dormancy 
and germination in order to reduce unwanted vivipary. Gene switching technologies can 
be used to address this and similar problems in seed development.  
There are multiple inducible gene expression systems other than the PGSS system 
used in this study. Some have been used successfully in experiments to modify seed 
germination (Piskurewicz et al., 2008). However, many systems use ligands that may not 
be readily adapted to applications in agricultural practices, such as steroid hormones or 
antibiotics. Although a moderate concentration of methoxyfenozide was used in these 
studies (a dilution of Intrepid2F to ~62 µM MOF active ingredient), other experiments 
conducted using the AGE:NCED6 seeds have indicated that the ligand can be diluted to 
0.45 µM to suppress germination (Figure 2-13).  Intrepid2F has been approved by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA Reg. No. 62719-442) for field use as a receptor 
specific insecticide, making use of this gene switch potentially relevant to use in 
agriculture. Increasing ABA levels in non-seed organs by ligand spray could have 
negative consequences in plant growth and development. To address this issue, NCED6 
expression during seed development can potentially be enhanced, for example by using 
other promoters, to cause spontaneous hyperdormancy and prevent preharvest sprouting 
(discussed in Chapter 3).  
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ABSTRACT 
The study in Chapter 2 using the Plant Gene Switch System, a chemically induced gene 
expression system, demonstrated that induction of 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase 
(NCED), an ABA biosynthesis gene, was sufficient to suppress germination in imbibed 
Arabidopsis seeds. Here, development of a new experimental system that causes 
amplification of NCED expression during seed maturation is described. The new system 
was created with a Triticum aestivum promoter containing ABREs (ABA responsive 
elements) and a Sorghum bicolor NCED to cause ABA-stimulated ABA biosynthesis and 
signaling, through a positive feedback mechanism. The chimeric gene pABRE:NCED 
enhanced NCED and ABF (ABRE-binding factor) expression in Arabidopsis Columbia-0 
seeds, which caused 9-73 fold increases in ABA levels. The pABRE:NCED seeds 
exhibited unusually deep dormancy which last for more than 3 months. Interestingly, the 
amplified ABA pathways also caused enhanced expression of Arabidopsis NCED5, 
revealing the presence of positive feedback regulation in the native system. These results 
demonstrated the robustness of positive feedback mechanisms and significance of NCED 
expression, or single metabolic change, during seed maturation. The pABRE:NCED 
system provides an excellent experimental system producing dormant and nondormant 
seeds of the same maternal origin, which differ only in zygotic ABA. The pABRE:NCED 
seeds contain a GFP marker which enables seed sorting between transgenic and null 
segregants and are ideal for comparative analysis. In addition to its utility in basic 
research, the system can also be applied to prevention of preharvest sprouting during crop 
production, and therefore contributes to translational biology.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Seed dormancy is defined as failure of germination under the conditions that are 
otherwise favorable for embryo emergence from seeds (Bewley et al., 2013). The key 
genes that play a central role in induction of seed dormancy have been identified through 
genetic and molecular approaches (Bentsink et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2007; Graeber et al., 
2013). Some of these are not directly associated with hormonal regulation (Nakabayashi 
et al., 2012), while others function directly through the hormone balance in seeds 
(Kushiro et al., 2004; Lefebvre et al., 2006).    
The major plant hormone involved in induction and maintenance of seed dormancy is 
ABA (Seo et al., 2009; Bewley et al., 2013), which induces transcription factors and 
other regulatory proteins involved in suppression of germination (Piskurewicz et al., 
2008; Lee et al., 2010). ABA is also associated with the seed maturation program 
including induction of storage proteins and other proteins associated with desiccation 
tolerance (Galau et al., 1987). The levels of ABA in seeds are determined by its 
biosynthesis, deactivation and transport (Seo and Koshiba, 2011). ABA biosynthesis in 
seeds is mainly regulated by the rate-limiting enzyme 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase 
(NCED) (Lefebvre et al., 2006; Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011), while 8’-hydroxylase 
plays an important role in ABA deactivation (Kushiro et al., 2004; Millar et al., 2006; 
Barrero et al., 2009).  
Induction of NCED6, using the Plant Gene Switch System (PGSS), a chemically 
induced gene expression system, was sufficient to suppress germination of imbibed seeds 
of Arabidopsis thaliana wild-type (WT) ecotype Columbia-0 (Col) after 3-day prechilling 
(dormancy release) treatment (Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011) (Chapter 2). The 
suppression of germination by NCED6 induction was cancelled by fluridone, a carotenoid 
(hence ABA) biosynthesis inhibitor, suggesting that the dormancy phenotypes in the 
PGSS NCED6 seeds were dependent on de novo ABA biosynthesis. In fact, ABA levels 
in the NCED6-induced seeds were more than 20-fold higher compared to ABA levels in 
un-induced seeds (Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011). These results showed that NCED 
expression could serve as a sole determinant of seed dormancy under certain conditions.  
While NCED induction in imbibed seeds suppresses germination, seed dormancy in 
the natural systems is induced in developing seeds during maturation and results obtained 
from imbibed seeds do not necessarily conclude the role of NCED as a single determinant 
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of seed dormancy induction. Conditional expression of DOG1, one of the best-
characterized seed dormancy-specific genes, which is expressed during the seed 
maturation stage (Bentsink et al., 2006), does not suppress seed germination when it is 
induced in imbibed seeds (Nakabayashi et al., 2012). Thus, induction of dormancy-
associated genes only in imbibed seeds may not represent their roles in the natural system. 
It is necessary to create a new experimental system that enables enhanced NCED 
expression in developing seeds for analysis of biochemical and molecular mechanisms of 
seed development and dormancy regulated by ABA.  
Chemical induction (Piskurewicz et al., 2008; Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011) of 
NCED in developing seeds can be tested by painting siliques with a ligand. However, 
genes might not be induced in seeds efficiently, due to impermeability of the testa to a 
ligand. In addition, application of a ligand to siliques affects the maternal tissues, such as 
the replum, valves and funicular tissues, which could alter seed development and 
dormancy. Drenching to soil or media surrounding the roots of the maternal plants could 
deliver a chemical ligand to developing seeds via the vascular systems. However, in this 
case also, the maternal plants can be affected by ectopic gene induction. The major 
objective of this study was to develop a new experimental system to enhance NCED 
expression in developing seeds in a specific manner that does not depend on chemical 
induction but still allows to experimentally examine whether NCED expression alone, or 
a single metabolic change, during seed maturation can serve as a determinant of seed 
dormancy in mature seeds. 
To this end, NCED was expressed with an ABA-regulated promoter, which is 
activated during the seed maturation stage. This system is expected to cause positive 
feedback through ABA biosynthesis and signaling (details below). While all experiments 
were planned in Arabidopsis, creating the new experimental system using genes from 
cereal crops was also a goal of this study, because if the new dormancy controlling 
system is established successfully, it would not only provide a novel experimental system 
for basic research but also establish foundation of technology development for prevention 
of preharvest sprouting (PHS), a serious problem in crop production, which could 
contribute to food security in our society. An NCED was isolated from Sorghum bicolor 
and used with an ABA-regulated promoter from wheat (Triticum aestivum), which is 
activated in developing seeds during the maturation stage. The role of NCED expression 
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during seed maturation as a determinant of seed dormancy, its relation to ABA 
biosynthesis in mature seeds during imbibition, and positive feedback mechanisms in the 
natural seed dormancy system will be discussed in this paper. The utility of the new 
experimental system for seed dormancy research and its potential for PHS prevention in 
crop species will also be discussed in this chapter.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Identification of the Sorghum bicolor NCED (SbNCED) 
DNA and protein sequences were analyzed using the Bioinformatics Resource Portal 
ExPASy (http://www.expasy.org/genomics/sequence_alignment). Protein sequences were 
aligned using the Clustal W program (http://embnet.vital-it.ch/software/ClustalW.html) 
with the conserved sequences highlighted by the BOXSHADE 3.21 program 
(http://embnet.vital-it.ch/software/BOX_form.html). 
 
Construction of the chimeric gene 
A 0.75-kb DNA fragment, including the promoter and 5’ untranslated region of the wheat 
(Triticum aestivum) Early Methionine-labeled (EM) (pTaEM), was amplified from wheat 
genomic DNA using the forward (TaEM-P724-F) and reverse (TaEM-P724-R) primers 
(primer sequences are listed in Table 1), which was re-amplified with the second set of 
primers containing restriction sites (TaEM-P724-F-AscI and TaEM-P724-R-BglII). The 
pTaEM fragment with restriction sites was cloned to the Blunt-end TOPO PCR4.0 
(Invitrogen). The TOPO vector containing pTaEM was digested with BglII, PCR-purified 
and used for the construction of pTaEM:SbNCED.    
 A 2.3-kb DNA fragment, including the SbNCED coding region and the 3’ downstream 
sequence (0.5 kb), was amplified from sorghum genomic DNA using the forward 
(SbNCED-F) and reverse (SbNCED-R) primers, which were re-amplified with the second 
set of primers (Wheat-Sorghum Infusion F2 and -R2). The SbNCED fragment was 
inserted to the BglII site of the Blant TOPO vector containing pTaEM using an InFusion 
kit (Clontech). The chimeric gene pTaEM:SbNCED was excised by AscI, gel-purified and 
then ligated to the AscI site of the pCambia2300-GFP vector. The resulting 
transformation vector was introduced into Agrobacterium tumefaciens, which was used to 
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Table 1. List of primers used in this study 
Primer Names Primer sequences 
TaEM-P724-F 5’-GTATGGACAGTGGGTTGA-3’ 
TaEM-P724-R 5’-TGCTAACAGGTGCTCGAC-3’ 
TaEM-P724-F-AscI 5’-AGGCGCGCCGTATGGACAGTGGGTTGA-3’ 
TaEM-P724-R-BglII 5’-AGAGATCTTGCTAACAGGTGCTCGAC-3’ 
SbNCED-F 5’- TTCAGCCACCGTGATGCAGA-3’ 
SbNCED-R 5’ AGCAGCACAGCAACTGCAAC-3’ 
Wheat-Sorghum Infusion F2 5’-CCTGTTAGCAAGATCTATGCAGAGTCTCGCC-3’ 
Wheat-Sorghum Infusion R2 5’-TCGCCCTTAGAGATCTAGGCGCGCCAGCAGC3’ 
NCED5-specific-F 5’-ACTCTCTGCAAACTCCGTC-3’ 
NCED5-specific-R 5’-GAACCGGGAATTATAGTTCTG-3’ 
NCED6-specific-F 5’-CAACACTCTCTTCGTTCTGA-3’ 
NCED6-specific-R 5’-ATAACTGGGTCTCCCTCTTC-3’ 
NCED9-specific-F 5’-TCCTCGACCGAACTTTCTCA-3’ 
NCED9-specific-R 5’-GAGTTGGAGTTCCGATTTCA-3’ 
SbNCED-RT-F2 5’-TTCGAGGAAGGGTTCGTTG-3’ 
SbNCED-RT-R1 5’-GTACTCGAACTTGGTGAGCT-3’ 
 
transform Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia-0 by the floral dip method (Clough and Bent, 
1998).  
All PCR reactions for vector construction were done using a high-fidelity DNA 
polymerase PrimeSTAR (Takara). The conditions for PCR were: one cycle at 94 °C (1 
min), touchdown cycles (94 °C for 15 s, 66°C → 59°C for 15 s, and 72°C for 30 s) (one 
cycle for each temperature), and 30 cycles at 94°C (15 s), 59°C (15 s), and 72°C (30 s), 
followed by extension at 72°C (7 min). 
 
RT-PCR experiments 
For RT-PCR to analyze gene expression, RNA was extracted from yellow siliques at the 
seed maturation stage using standard phenol-SDS extraction. Two µg of total RNA was 
reverse transcribed with MMLV-RT (Promega). The resulting RT product (1 µl) was 
used for PCR. The conditions of PCR are described above. Specific primers were 
designed for NCED5 (NCED5-specific-F and -R), NCED6 (NCED6-specific-F: and -R), 
NCED9 (NCED9-specific-F and -R) and SbNCED (SbNCED-RT-F2: and SbNCED-RT-
R1:) (Table 1) and used for PCR. 
 
Phenotype analysis 
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GFP and null-segregant GFP (wildtype) seeds from heterozygous pTaEM:SbNCED plants 
were sorted by examination under a dissection microscope (Leica MZ6) equipped with a 
UV lamp. Thirty each of GFP and WT seeds were plated on the same plate containing 
two layers of filter papers (Whatman No.2, 9 cm in diameter) moistened with 3.5 ml of 
deionized water or 10 µM fluridone solution and incubated at 22°C under light for 5 days, 
with or without 3-day prechilling treatment at 4°C. Averages of duplicates and their data 
points are shown as germination data, except for the initial examination, which was 
briefly done before seed storage. 
 
ABA quantification 
ABA quantification was performed at the Nambara lab at the University of Toronto, 
Canada. Procedures for ABA extraction, purification, and quantification were described 
elsewhere (Preston et al., 2009). Briefly, 40-h-imbibed pTaEM:SbNCED seeds or null-
segregant were homogenized by using TissueLyserII (Qiagen) in 80% (v/v) methanol 
containing 1% (v/v) acetic acid, d6-ABA (Icon Isotopes) was added as an internal 
standard. After extraction, three cartridge columns, Oasis HLB, MCX, WAX (Waters) 
were used to purify ABA according to the manufacture’s instructions. ABA 
quantification was performed by a triple Quad LC-ESI-MS/MS (G6400 Series, Agilent 
Technologies). MS/MS transitions for quantification are as follows: ABA (m/z=263/153), 
d6-ABA (m/z=269/159). 
 
RESULTS 
Sorghum NCED and its expression through positive feedback 
Sorghum NCED sequences were searched through the Sorghum GDB database 
(http://www.plantgdb.org/SbGDB/) using the cDNA sequence of Arabidopsis thaliana 
NCED6 (AtNCED6, NM_113327.2), which identified Sb01g013520.1 (and 
Sb02g003230.1 later). The Sb01g013520.1 gene was used for further analyses and 
experiments. The deduced amino acid sequence of Sb01g013520.1 contained the domains 
conserved throughout the known NCEDs in both monocots and dicots (Figure 3-1). 
Sb01g013520.1 was termed as SbNCED. Since the SbNCED gene does not contain 
introns, the coding sequence was isolated from sorghum genomic DNA and used for 
functional analyses. 
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Figure 3-1. Alignment of the amino acid sequences of monocot and dicot NCEDs. The 
NCED sequences of Arabidopsis thaliana (AEE76875.1; AtNCED6), Carrot (Daucus 
carota, ABB52078.1), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum, NP_001234455.1), rice (Oryza 
sativa, NP_001177063.1), wheat (Triticum aestivum, AGA83648.1) and sorghum 
(Sorghum bicolor, XP_002466753.1; SbNCED) are aligned with conserved sequences 
highlighted by shading. 
AtNCED6     1 ------------------MQHSLRSDLLPTKTSPRSHLLPQPKNANISRRILINPFKIPT
Daucus      1 ----------------------------MASSLNTTNIFTSPSFRNNTKTNVHSSIQVPS
Solanum     1 ------MATTTSHATNTWIKTKLSMPSSKEFGFASNSISLLKNQHNRQSLNINSSLQAPP
Oryza       1 -MPTTFTPNSPASSCSIHHRASPSRGARNSVRFTRPRAAAAATNSVLSAPSSVP--PAYV
Triticum    1 MQTLSAQPLASSSASSSIQHHHGRRRGASSVRFSPRAAAAAADSVLIAASTSTARTPAYV
Sorghum     1 -----MQSLAPPTSVSIHRQHLPASGSSRARASNSVRFSPRAVSSVPRATAPAERLQAPF
AtNCED6    43 LPDLTSP----------------VPSPVKLKPTYPNLNLLQKLAATMLDKIESSIVIPME
Daucus     33 IPFSPNKSS--------TTYQTPCNNNNNNSPPIPKWNILQKAAAMALDAVESAIISREL
Solanum    55 ILHFPKQSSNYQTPKNNTISHPKQENNNSSSSSTSKWNLVQKAAAMALDAVESALTKHEL
Oryza      58 PPPPPPPTKMFPEAGDAAAAKAAARRCGKKKDG---LNFFQRAAAVALDAFEEGFITNVL
Triticum   61 SSPSTRKVPGYEQSGPPAIASPHKQGSSSGKDGQS-LNFFQRAAAAALDAFEEGFTHNVL
Sorghum    56 HKPGAADLPAQSKKPATAIAVPRHAAAPRKAGGKKQLNFFQRAAAAALDAFEEGFVANVL
AtNCED6    87 QN-RPLPKPTDPAVQLSGNFAPVNECPVQNGLEVVGQIPSCLKGVYIRNGANPMFPPLAG
Daucus     85 QLP--LPKTTDPEIQIAGNFAPVPEQPVKQNLSVSGKIPECINGVYVRNGANPHFEPKAG
Solanum   115 EHP--LPKTADPRVQISGNFAPVPENPVCQSLPVTGKIPKCVQGVYVRNGANPLFEPTAG
Oryza     115 ERPHALPRTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGEQPPVRSLPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPHFEPTAG
Triticum  120 ERPHALPRTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGEQAPVRALPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPCFEPTAG
Sorghum   116 ERPHGLPSTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGERPPVRELPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPCFDPVAG
AtNCED6   146 HHLFDGDGMIHAVSIGFDNQVSYSCRYTKTNRLVQETALGRSVFPKPIGELHGHSGLARL
Daucus    143 HHLFDGDGMVHAVQFKNGSAS-YACRFTETERLVQERSLGRPAFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
Solanum   173 HHFFDGDGMVHAVQFKNGSAS-YACRFTETERLVQEKALGRPVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
Oryza     175 HHLFDGDGMVHAVRIRNGAAESYACRFTETARLGQERALGRAVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
Triticum  180 HHLFDGDGMVHAIRIRNGAAESYACRFTETARLSQERAVGKPVFPKTIGELHGHSGIARL
Sorghum   176 HHLFDGDGMVHALRIRNGVAESYACRFTETARLTQERAIGRPVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
AtNCED6   206 ALFTARAGIGLVDGTRGMGVANAGVVFFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVKIDGQGDLETIGRFGF
Daucus    202 ALFYARGMFGLLDHKHGMGVANAGLVYFNDRLLAMSEDDLPYHVRVGPSGDLETIGRYNF
Solanum   232 MLFYARGLFGLVDHSKGTGVANAGLVYFNNRLLAMSEDDLPYHVKVTPTGDLKTEGRFDF
Oryza     235 ALFYARGLCGLVDPSHGTGVANAGLVYFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVRVTADGDLETVGRYDF
Triticum  240 ALFYARGACGLVDPSHGTGVANAGLVYFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVRVTADGDLETVGRYDF
Sorghum   236 ALFYARAACGLVDPSAGTGVANAGLVYFNGHLLAMSEDDLPYHVRVADDGDLETVGRYDF
AtNCED6   266 DDQIDSSVIAHPKVDATTGDLHTLSYNVLKKPHLRYLKFNTCGKKTRDVEITLPEPTMIH
Daucus    262 DGQLDSTMIAHPKIDPETSELFALSYNVIQKPYLKYFRFSSDGSKSEDVDIQLSDPTMMH
Solanum   292 DGQLKSTMIAHPKLDPVSGELFALSYDVIQKPYLKYFRFSKNGEKSNDVEIPVEDPTMMH
Oryza     295 DGQLGCAMIAHPKLDPVSGELFALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFDADGTKSPDVEIELEQPTMIH
Triticum  300 DGQLDCAMIAHPKLDPVSGELFALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFHADGTKSADVEIELDQPTMIH
Sorghum   296 DGQLGCAMIAHPKLDPVTGELHALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFRPDGTKSDDVEIPLDQPTMIH
AtNCED6   326 DFAITENFVVIPDQQMVFKLSEMIRGGSPVIYVKEKMARFGVLSKQDLTGSDINWVDVPD
Daucus    322 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFKMSEMIQGGSPVVYDKNKVSRFGVLDKYASDASGIRWVDVPD
Solanum   352 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFKMSEMIRGGSPVVYDKNKVSRFGILDKYAKDGSDLKWVEVPD
Oryza     355 DFAITENFVVVPDHQVVFKLGEMFRGGSPVVLDREKTSRFGVLPKHATSSLEMVWVDVPD
Triticum  360 DFAITENFVVVPDHQMVFKLAEMFRGGSPVMLDKEKTSRFGVLPKYAKESSEMMWVDVPD
Sorghum   356 DFAITENFVVVPDHQVVFKLQEMLRGGSPVVLDKEKTSRFGVLPKHASDASEMVWVDVPD
AtNCED6   386 CFCFHLWNAWEERTEEGDPVIVVIGSCMSPPDTIFSESGEPTRVELSEIRLNMRTKESNR
Daucus    382 CFCFHLWNAWEEKETDE---VVVIGSCMTPADSIFNECDEGLQSVLSEIRLNLKTGKSIR
Solanum   412 CFCFHLWNAWEEAETDE---IVVIGSCMTPPDSIFNECDEGLKSVLSEIRLNLKTGKSTR
Oryza     415 CFCFHLWNAWEEAESGE---VVVVGSCMTPADSIFNESDEHLESVLTEIRLNTRTGESTR
Triticum  420 CFCFHLWNSWEEPETDE---VVVIGSCMTPADSIFNDTDDHLESVLTEIRLNTRTGESTR
Sorghum   416 CFCFHLWNAWEDEATGE---VVVIGSCMTPADSIFNESDERLESVLTEIRLDTRTGRSTR
AtNCED6   446 KVIVT----GVNLEAGHINRSYVGRKSQFVYIAIADPWPKCSGIAKVDIQNGTVSEFNYG
Daucus    439 KPILS-CYDQVNLEAGMVNKNMLGRKTQFAYLAIAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLSSGQVNKFFYG
Solanum   469 KSIIENPDEQVNLEAGMVNRNKLGRKTEYAYLAIAEPWPKVSGFAKVNLFTGEVEKFIYG
Oryza     472 RAVLP-PAAQVNLEVGMVNRAMLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLATGELTKFEYG
Triticum  477 RAILP-LESQVNLEVGMVNRNMLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLVTGELTKFEYG
Sorghum   473 RAVLP-PSQQVNLEVGMVNRNLLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLETGELTKFEYG
AtNCED6     1 ------------------MQHSLRSDLLPTKTSPRSHLLPQPKNANISRRILINPFKIPT
Daucus      1 ----------------------------MASSLNTTNIFTSPSFRNNTKTNVHSSIQVPS
Solanum     1 ------MATTTSHATNTWIKTKLSMPSSKEFGFASNSISLLKNQHNRQSLNINSSLQAPP
Oryza       1 -MPTTFTPNSPASSCSIHHRASPSRGARNSVRFTRPRAAAAATNSVLSAPSSVP--PAYV
Triticum    1 MQTLSAQPLASSSASSSIQHHHGRRRGASSVRFSPRAAAAAADSVLIAASTSTARTPAYV
Sorghum     1 -----MQSLAPPTSVSIHRQHLPASGSSRARASNSVRFSPRAVSSVPRATAPAERLQAPF
AtNCED6    43 LPDLTSP----------------VPSPVKLKPTYPNLNLLQKLAATMLDKIESSIVIPME
Daucus     33 IPFSPNKSS--------TTYQTPCNNNNNNSPPIPKWNILQKAAAMALDAVESAIISREL
Solanum    55 ILHFPKQSSNYQTPKNNTISHPKQENNNSSSSSTSKWNLVQKAAAMALDAVESALTKHEL
Oryza      58 PPPPPPPTKMFPEAGDAAAAKAAARRCGKKKDG---LNFFQRAAAVALDAFEEGFITNVL
Triticum   61 SSPSTRKVPGYEQSGPPAIASPHKQGSSSGKDGQS-LNFFQRAAAAALDAFEEGFTHNVL
Sorghum    56 HKPGAADLPAQSKKPATAIAVPRHAAAPRKAGGKKQLNFFQRAAAAALDAFEEGFVANVL
AtNCED6    87 QN-RPLPKPTDPAVQLSGNFAPVNECPVQNGLEVVGQIPSCLKGVYIRNGANPMFPPLAG
Daucus     85 QLP--LPKTTDPEIQIAGNFAPVPEQPVKQNLSVSGKIPECINGVYVRNGANPHFEPKAG
Solanum   115 EHP--LPKTADPRVQISGNFAPVPENPVCQSLPVTGKIPKCVQGVYVRNGANPLFEPTAG
Oryza     115 ERPHALPRTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGEQPPVRSLPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPHFEPTAG
Triticum  120 ERPHALPRTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGEQAPVRALPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPCFEPTAG
Sorghum   116 ERPHGLPSTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGERPPVRELPVSGRIPPFI GVYARNGANP FDPVAG
AtNCED6   146 HHLFDGDGMIHAVSIGFDNQVSYSCRYTKTNRLVQETALGRSVFPKPIGELHGHSGLARL
Daucus    143 HHLFDGDGMVHAVQFKNGSAS-YACRFTETERLVQERSLGRPAFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
Solanum   173 HHFFDGDGMVHAVQFKNGSAS-YACRFTETERLVQEKALGRPVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
Oryza     175 HHLFDGDGMVHAVRIRNGAAESYACRFTETARLGQERALGRAVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
Triticum  18  HHLFDGDGMVHAIRIRNGAAESYACRFTETARLSQERAVGKPVFPKTIGELHGHSGIARL
Sorghum   176 HHLFDGDGMVHALRIRNGVAESYACRFTETARLTQERAIGRPVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
AtNCED6   206 ALFTARAGIGLVDGTRGMGVANAGVVFFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVKIDGQGDLETIGRFGF
Daucus    202 ALFYARGMFGLLDHKHGMGVANAGLVYFNDRLLAMSEDDLPYHVRVGPSGDLETIGRYNF
Solanum   232 MLFYARGLFGLVDHSKGTGVANAGLVYFNNRLLAMSEDDLPYHVKVTPTGDLKTEGRFDF
Oryza     235 ALFYARGLCGLVDPSHGTGVANAGLVYFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVRVTADGDLETVGRYDF
Triticum  240 ALFYARGACGLVDPSHGTGVANAGLVYFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVRVTADGDLETVGRYDF
Sorghum   236 ALFYARAACGLVDPSAGTGVANAGLVYFNGHLLAMSEDDLPYHVRVADDGDLETVGRYDF
AtNCED6   266 DDQIDSSVIAHPKVDATTGDLHTLSYNVLKKPHLRYLKFNTCGKKTRDVEITLPEPTMIH
Daucus    262 DGQLDSTMIAHPKIDPETSELFALSYNVIQKPYLKYFRFSSDGSKSEDVDIQLSDPTMMH
Solanum   292 DGQLKSTMIAHPKLDPVSGELFALSYDVIQKPYLKYFRFSKNGEKSNDVEIPVEDPTMMH
Oryza     295 DGQLGCAMIAHPKLDPVSGELFALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFDADGTKSPDVEIELEQPTMIH
Triticum  300 DGQLDCAMIAHPKLDPVSGELFALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFHADGTKSADVEIELDQPTMIH
Sorghum   296 DGQLGCAMIAHPKLDPVTGELHALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFRPDGTKSDDVEIPLDQPTMIH
AtNCED6   326 DFAITENFVVIPDQQMVFKLSEMIRGGSPVIYVKEKMARFGVLSKQDLTGSDINWVDVPD
Daucus    322 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFKMSEMIQGGSPVVYDKNKVSRFGVLDKYASDASGIRWVDVPD
Solanum   352 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFKMSEMIRGGSPVVYDKNKVSRFGILDKYAKDGSDLKWVEVPD
Oryza     355 DFAITENFVVVPDHQVVFKLGEMFRGGSPVVLDREKTSRFGVLPKHATSSLEMVWVDVPD
Triticum  360 DFAITENFVVVPDHQMVFKLAEMFRGGSPVMLDKEKTSRFGVLPKYAKESSEMMWVDVPD
Sorghum   356 DFAITENFVVVPDHQVVFKLQEMLRGGSPVVLDKEKTSRFGVLPKHASDASEMVWVDVPD
AtNCED6   386 CFCFHLWNAWEERTEEGDPVIVVIGSCMSPPDTIFSESGEPTRVELSEIRLNMRTKESNR
Daucus    382 CFCFHLWNAWEEKETDE---VVVIGSCMTPADSIFNECDEGLQSVLSEIRLNLKTGKSIR
Solanum   412 CFCFHLWNAWEEAETDE---IVVIGSCMTPPDSIFNECDEGLKSVLSEIRLNLKTGKSTR
Oryza     415 CFCFHLWNAWEEAESGE---VVVVGSCMTPADSIFNESDEHLESVLTEIRLNTRTGESTR
Triticum  420 CFCFHLWNSWEEPETDE---VVVIGSCMTPADSIFNDTDDHLESVLTEIRLNTRTGESTR
Sorghum   416 CFCFHLWNAWEDEATGE---VVVIGSCMTPADSIFNESDERLESVLTEIRLDTRTGRSTR
AtNCED6   446 KVIVT----GVNLEAGHINRSYVGRKSQFVYIAIADPWPKCSGIAKVDIQNGTVSEFNYG
Daucus    439 KPILS-CYDQVNLEAGMVNKNMLGRKTQFAYLAIAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLSSGQVNKFFYG
Solanum   469 KSIIENPDEQVNLEAGMVNRNKLGRKTEYAYLAIAEPWPKVSGFAKVNLFTGEVEKFIYG
Oryza     472 RAVLP-PAAQVNLEVGMVNRAMLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLATGELTKFEYG
Triticum  477 RAILP-LESQVNLEVGMVNRNMLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLVTGELTKFEYG
Sorghum   473 RAVLP-PSQQVNLEVGMVNRNLLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLETGELTKFEYG
AtNCED6   502 PSRFGGEPCFVPEGEGE--------EDKGYVMGFVRDEEKDESEFVVVDATDMKQVAAVR
Daucus 498 DEKFGGEPLFFP NPDSKN------EDDGYILAFVHDEKNWESELQ VNAATLELEASIK
Solanum 529 DNKYGGEPLFLPRDPNSKE EDDGYILAFVHDEKEWK ELQIVNAMSLKLEATVK
Oryza  53 EGRFGGEPCFVPMGGAGAAASPARGEDDGYILSFVRDEAAGTSELLVVNAADMRLEATVQ
T iticum 536 EGRFGGE CFVPMDGEHARPG---AEDDGY LSFVRDE GTSELLVVNAADMRLEATVQ
Sorghum 532 EGRFGGE CFVPMDP AAHP--- GEDDGY LTFVHDER GTSEL VVNAADMRLEATVQ
AtNCED6   554 LPERVPYGFHGTFVSENQLKEQVF
Daucus 551 SRVPYGFHGTFISAKDLETQA-
Solanum 58 L SRVPYGFHGTFINANDLANQA-
Oryza  591 LPSRVPYGFHGTFINAGELATQA-
T iticum 593 L SRV YGFHGTFI A DLDAQH-
Sorghum 589 LPSRVPFGFHGTFITGKELEAQA-
AtNCED6     1 ------------------MQHSLRSDLLPTKTSPRSHLLPQPKNANISRRILINPFKIPT
Daucus      1 ----------------------------MASSLNTTNIFTSPSFRNNTKTNVHSSIQVPS
Solanum     1 ------MATTTSHATNTWIKTKLSMPSSKEFGFASNSISLLKNQHNRQSLNINSSLQAPP
Oryza       1 -MPTTFTPNSPASSCSIHHRASPSRGARNSVRFTRPRAAAAATNSVLSAPSSVP--PAYV
Triticum    1 MQTLSAQPLASSSASSSIQHHHGRRRGASSVRFSPRAAAAAADSVLIAASTSTARTPAYV
Sorghum     1 -----MQSLAPPTSVSIHRQHLPASGSSRARASNSVRFSPRAVSSVPRATAPAERLQAPF
AtNCED6    43 LPDLTSP----------------VPSPVKLKPTYPNLNLLQKLAATMLDKIESSIVIPME
Daucus     33 IPFSPNKSS--------TTYQTPCNNNNNNSPPIPKWNILQKAAAMALDAVESAIISREL
Solanum    55 ILHFPKQSSNYQTPKNNTISHPKQENNNSSSSSTSKWNLVQKAAAMALDAVESALTKHEL
Oryza      58 PPPPPPPTKMFPEAGDAAAAKAAARRCGKKKDG---LNFFQRAAAVALDAFEEGFITNVL
Triticum   61 SSPSTRKVPGYEQSGPPAIASPHKQGSSSGKDGQS-LNFFQRAAAAALDAFEEGFTHNVL
Sorghum    56 HKPGAADLPAQSKKPATAIAVPRHAAAPRKAGGKKQLNFFQRAAAAALDAFEEGFVANVL
AtNCED6    87 QN-RPLPKPTDPAVQLSGNFAPVNECPVQNGLEVVGQIPSCLKGVYIRNGANPMFPPLAG
Daucus     85 QLP--LPKTTDPEIQIAGNFAPVPEQPVKQNLSVSGKIPECINGVYVRNGANPHFEPKAG
Solanum   115 EHP--LPKTADPRVQISGNFAPVPENPVCQSLPVTGKIPKCVQGVYVRNGANPLFEPTAG
Oryza     115 ERPHALPRTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGEQPPVRSLPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPHFEPTAG
Triticum  120 ERPHALPRTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGEQAPVRALPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPCFEPTAG
Sorghum   116 ERPHGLPSTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGERPPVRELPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPCFDPVAG
tNCED6   146 HHLFDGDGMIHAVSIGFDNQVSYSCRYTKTNRLVQETALGRSVFPKPIGELHGHSGLARL
Daucus    143 HHLFDGDGMVHAVQFKNGSAS-YACRFTETERLVQERSLGRPAFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
Solanum   173 HHFFDGDGMVHAVQFKNGSAS-YACRFTETERLVQEKALGRPVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
Oryza     1 5 HHLFDGDGMVHAVRIRNGAAESYACRFTETARLGQERALGRAVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
Triticum  180 HHLFDGDGMVHAIRIRNGAAESYACRFTETARLSQERAVGKPVFPKTIGELHGHSGIARL
Sorghum   176 HHLFDGDGMVHALRIRNGVAESYACRFTETARLTQERAIGRPVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
AtNCED6   206 ALFTARAGIGLVDGTRGMGVANAGVVFFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVKIDGQGDLETIGRFGF
Daucus    202 ALFYARGMFGLLDHKHGMGVANAGLVYFNDRLLAMSEDDLPYHVRVGPSGDLETIGRYNF
Solanum   232 MLFYARGLFGLVDHSKGTGVANAGLVYFNNRLLAMSEDDLPYHVKVTPTGDLKTEGRFDF
Oryza     235 ALFYARGLCGLVDPSHGTGVANAGLVYFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVRVTADGDLETVGRYDF
Triticum  240 ALFYARGACGLVDPSHGTGVANAGLVYFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVRVTADGDLETVGRYDF
Sorghum   236 ALFYARAACGLVDPSAGTGVANAGLVYFNGHLLAMSEDDLPYHVRVADDGDLETVGRYDF
AtNCED6   266 DDQIDSSVIAHPKVDATTGDLHTLSYNVLKKPHLRYLKFNTCGKKTRDVEITLPEPTMIH
Daucus    262 DGQLDSTMIAHPKIDPETSELFALSYNVIQKPYLKYFRFSSDGSKSEDVDIQLSDPTMMH
Solanum   292 DGQLKSTMIAHPKLDPVSGELFALSYDVIQKPYLKYFRFSKNGEKSNDVEIPVEDPTMMH
Oryza     295 DGQLGCAMIAHPKLDPVSGELFALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFDADGTKSPDVEIELEQPTMIH
Triticum  300 DGQLDCAMIAHPKLDPVSGELFALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFHADGTKSADVEIELDQPTMIH
Sorghum   296 DGQLGCAMIAHPKLDPVTGELHALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFRPDGTKSDDVEIPLDQPTMIH
AtNCED6   326 DFAITENFVVIPDQQMVFKLSEMIRGGSPVIYVKEKMARFGVLSKQDLTGSDINWVDVPD
Daucus    322 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFKMSEMIQGGSPVVYDKNKVSRFGVLDKYASDASGIRWVDVPD
Solanum   352 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFKMSEMIRGGSPVVYDKNKVSRFGILDKYAKDGSDLKWVEVPD
Oryza     355 DFAITENFVVVPDHQVVFKLGEMFRGGSPVVLDREKTSRFGVLPKHATSSLEMVWVDVPD
Triticum  360 DFAITENFVVVPDHQMVFKLAEMFRGGSPVMLDKEKTSRFGVLPKYAKESSEMMWVDVPD
Sorghum   356 DFAITENFVVVPDHQVVFKLQEMLRGGSPVVLDKEKTSRFGVLPKHASDASEMVWVDVPD
AtNCED6   386 CFCFHLWNAWEERTEEGDPVIVVIGSCMSPPDTIFSESGEPTRVELSEIRLNMRTKESNR
Daucus    382 CFCFHLWNAWEEKETDE---VVVIGSCMTPADSIFNECDEGLQSVLSEIRLNLKTGKSIR
Solanum   412 CFCFHLWNAWEEAETDE---IVVIGSCMTPPDSIFNECDEGLKSVLSEIRLNLKTGKSTR
Oryza     415 CFCFHLWNAWEEAESGE---VVVVGSCMTPADSIFNESDEHLESVLTEIRLNTRTGESTR
Triticum  420 CFCFHLWNSWEEPETDE---VVVIGSCMTPADSIFNDTDDHLESVLTEIRLNTRTGESTR
Sorghum   416 CFCFHLWNAWEDEATGE---VVVIGSCMTPADSIFNESDERLESVLTEIRLDTRTGRSTR
AtNCED6   446 KVIVT----GVNLEAGHINRSYVGRKSQFVYIAIADPWPKCSGIAKVDIQNGTVSEFNYG
Daucus    439 KPILS-CYDQVNLEAGMVNKNMLGRKTQFAYLAIAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLSSGQVNKFFYG
Solanum   469 KSIIENPDEQVNLEAGMVNRNKLGRKTEYAYLAIAEPWPKVSGFAKVNLFTGEVEKFIYG
Oryza     472 RAVLP-PAAQVNLEVGMVNRAMLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLATGELTKFEYG
Triticum  477 RAILP-LESQVNLEVGMVNRNMLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLVTGELTKFEYG
Sorghum   473 RAVLP-PSQQVNLEVGMVNRNLLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLETGELTKFEYG
AtNCED6   502 PSRFGGEPCFVPEGEGE--------EDKGYVMGFVRDEEKDESEFVVVDATDMKQVAAVR
Daucus 498 DEKFGGEPLFFP NPDSKN------EDDGYILAFVHDEKNWESELQ VNAATLELEASIK
Solanum 529 DNKYGGEPLFLPRDPNSKE EDDGYILAFVHDEKEWK ELQIVNAMSLKLEATVK
Oryza  53 EGRFGGEPCFVPMGGAGAAASPARGEDDGYILSFVRDEAAGTSELLVVNAADMRLEATVQ
T iticum 536 EGRFGGE CFVPMDGEHARPG---AEDDGY LSFVRDE GTSELLVVNAADMRLEATVQ
Sorghum 532 EGRFGGE CFVPMDP AAHP--- GEDDGY LTFVHDER GTSEL VVNAADMRLEATVQ
AtNCED6   554 LPERVPYGFHGTFVSENQLKEQVF
Daucus 551 SRVPYGFHGTFISAKDLETQA-
Solanum 58 L SRVPYGFHGTFINANDLANQA-
Oryza  591 LPSRVPYGFHGTFINAGELATQA-
T iticum 593 L SRV YGFHGTFI A DLDAQH-
Sorghum 589 LPSRVPFGFHGTFITGKELEAQA-
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The SbNCED sequence was also aligned with the sequences of AtNCED5, AtNCED6 
and AtNCED9 that are expressed in Arabidopsis seeds (Figure 3-2). For AtNCED9, the 
protein sequence starting with a second methionine (position 51, MASTT…) was used for 
alignment because it has been suggested that the first 150 bp of the annotated coding 
sequence (NM_106486.2) might include the 3’ region of the NCED9 promoter sequence, 
which adds 50 extra amino acids (position 1, MTIIT…) to the N-terminus (Frey et al., 
2012). The AtNCED3 sequence was also included in the alignment because SbNCED was 
annotated as a putative ortholog of AtNCED3 in the Sorghum GDB database. SbNCED 
exhibited high similarities to both AtNCED3 and the seed-expressed NCEDs (Figure 3-2). 
SbNCED was used to create amplification of the ABA biosynthesis and signaling 
pathways (see below).     
 NCED induction increases ABA biosynthesis in seeds and suppresses germination 
(Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011) (Chapter 2), which is most likely through induction of 
ABRE (ABA responsive element)-binding factors (ABFs) (Figure 3-3A). ABFs up-
regulate genes containing ABRE or the ABRE-like motifs in their promoters (pABRE) 
(Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and Shinozaki, 2005). The ABF’s targets include genes encoding 
storage proteins, such as 2S albumin (Devic et al., 1996) and LATE EMBRYOGENESIS 
ABUNDANT (LEAs), which are associated with desiccation tolerance of seeds (Devic et 
al., 1996; Carles et al., 2002). Placing NCED under the control of pABRE was the idea. 
The chimeric gene pABRE:NCED should create positive feedback regulation through 
NCED production, which was expected to enhance ABA biosynthesis and seed dormancy 
at least to some extent (Figure 3-3A, red arrows). At the same time, the other side of 
cascades producing ABFs (Figure 3-3A, blue vertical arrows) should also be enhanced by 
this system, resulting in the activation of the target genes through their binding to ABRE 
(Figure 3-3A). The enhanced ABA signaling pathway should eventually come back 
through expression of NCED that is placed under pABRE. This system, triggered by the 
native NCED and ABA, was expected to cause amplification of the magnitude of the 
ABA biosynthesis and signaling pathways (Figure 3-3A). 
To drive the expression of SbNCED using positive feedback, the SbNCED sequence 
was fused to the 5’ upstream sequence of wheat (Triticum aestivum) Early Methionine-
labeled (EM) that contains ABRE (Guiltinan et al., 1990) (Figure 3-4). The cereal 
chimeric gene was termed as pTaEM:SbNCED (Figure 3-3B). It was reasoned that, 
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Figure 3-2.  Alignment of the amino acid sequences of sorghum and Arabidopsis NCEDs. 
The sequences of Sorghum bicolor NCED (XP_002466753.1) and Arabidopsis thaliana 
NCED3 (AEE75526.1), AtNCED5 (AEE31178.1), AtNCED6 (AEE76875.1) and 
AtNCED9 (AEE36100.1) are aligned with conserved sequences highlighted by shading. 
Sorghum    1 -----MQSLAPPTSVSIHRQHLPASGSSRARASNSVRFSPRAVSSVPRATAPAERLQAPF
NCED3      1 MASFTATAAVSGRWLGGNHTQPPLSSSQSSDLSYCSSLPMASRVT------------RKL
NCED5      1 ----MACSYILTPNPTKLNLSFAPSDLDAPSPSSSVSFTNTKPRR------------RKL
NCED6      1 MQHSLRSDLLPTKTSPRSHLLPQPKNANISRRILINPFKIP-----------------TL
NCED9      1 ---MASTTLLPSTSTQFLDRTFSTSSSSSRPKLQSLSFSSTLRNKKLVVPCYVSSSVNKK
Sorghum   56 HKPGAADLPAQSKKPATAIAVPRHAAAPRKAGGKKQLNFFQRAAAAALDAFEEGFVANVL
NCED3     49 NVSSALHTPPALHFPKQSSNSPAIVVKPKAKESNTKQMNLFQRAAAAALDAAEGFLVSHE
NCED5     45 SANSVSDTPNLLNFPNYPSPNPIIPEK------DTSRWNPLQRAASAALDFAETALLRRE
NCED6     44 PDLTSPVPSPVKLKPTYPN------------------LNLLQKLAATMLDKIESSIVIPM
NCED9     58 SSVSSSLQSPTFKPPSWKKLCNDVTNLIPKTTNQNPKLNPVQRTAAMVLDAVENAMISHE
Sorghum  116 ERPHGLPSTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGERPPVRELPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPCFDPVAG
NCED3    109 KL-HPLPKTADPSVQIAGNFAPVNEQPVRRNLPVVGKLPDSIKGVYVRNGANPLHEPVTG
NCED5     99 RS-KPLPKTVDPRHQISGNYAPVPEQSVKSSLSVDGKIPDCIDGVYLRNGANPLFEPVSG
NCED6     86 EQNRPLPKPTDPAVQLSGNFAPVNECPVQNGLEVVGQIPSCLKGVYIRNGANPMFPPLAG
NCED9    118 RRRHPHPKTADPAVQIAGNFFPVPEKPVVHNLPVTGTVPECIQGVYVRNGANPLHKPVSG
Sorghum  176 HHLFDGDGMVHALRIRNGVAESYACRFTETARLTQERAIGRPVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
NCED3    168 HHFFDGDGMVHAVKFEHGSAS-YACRFTQTNRFVQERQLGRPVFPKAIGELHGHTGIARL
NCED5    158 HHLFDGDGMVHAVKITNGDAS-YSCRFTETERLVQEKQLGSPIFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
NCED6    146 HHLFDGDGMIHAVSIGFDNQVSYSCRYTKTNRLVQETALGRSVFPKPIGELHGHSGLARL
NCED9    178 HHLFDGDGMVHAVRFDNGSVS-YACRFTETNRLVQERECGRPVFPKAIGELHGHLGIAKL
Sorghum  236 ALFYARAACGLVDPSAGTGVANAGLVYFNGHLLAMSEDDLPYHVRVADDGDLETVGRYDF
NCED3    227 MLFYARAAAGIVDPAHGTGVANAGLVYFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVQITPNGDLKTVGRFDF
NCED5    217 MLFYARGLFGLLNHKNGTGVANAGLVYFHDRLLAMSEDDLPYQVRVTDNGDLETIGRFDF
NCED6    206 ALFTARAGIGLVDGTRGMGVANAGVVFFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVKIDGQGDLETIGRFGF
NCED9    237 MLFNTRGLFGLVDPTGGLGVANAGLVYFNGHLLAMSEDDLPYHVKVTQTGDLETSGRYDF
Sorghum  296 DGQLGCAMIAHPKLDPVTGELHALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFRPDGTKSDDVEIPLDQPTMIH
NCED3    287 DGQLESTMIAHPKVDPESGELFALSYDVVSKPYLKYFRFSPDGTKSPDVEIQLDQPTMMH
NCED5    277 DGQLSSAMIAHPKIDPVTKELFALSYDVVKKPYLKYFKFSPEGEKSPDVEIPLASPTMMH
NCED6    266 DDQIDSSVIAHPKVDATTGDLHTLSYNVLKKPHLRYLKFNTCGKKTRDVEITLPEPTMIH
NCED9    297 DGQLKSTMIAHPKIDPETRELFALSYDVVSKPYLKYFRFTSDGEKSPDVEIPLDQPTMIH
Sorghum  356 DFAITENFVVVPDHQVVFKLQEMLRGGSPVVLDKEKTSRFGVLPKHASDASEMVWVDVPD
NCED3    347 DFAITENFVVVPDQQVVFKLPEMIRGGSPVVYDKNKVARFGILDKYAEDSSNIKWIDAPD
NCED5    337 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFKLSDMFLGKSPVKYDGEKISRFGILPRNAKDASEMVWVESPE
NCED6    326 DFAITENFVVIPDQQMVFKLSEMIRGGSPVIYVKEKMARFGVLSKQDLTGSDINWVDVPD
NCED9    357 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFRLPEMIRGGSPVVYDEKKKSRFGILNKNAKDASSIQWIEVPD
Sorghum  416 CFCFHLWNAWED---EATGEVVVIGSCMTPADSIFNESDERLESVLTEIRLDTRTGRSTR
NCED3    407 CFCFHLWNAWEE---PETDEVVVIGSCMTPPDSIFNESDENLKSVLSEIRLNLKTGESTR
NCED5    397 TFCFHLWNAWES---PETDEVVVIGSCMTPADSIFNECDEQLNSVLSEIRLNLKTGKSTR
NCED6    386 CFCFHLWNAWEERTEEGDPVIVVIGSCMSPPDTIFSESGEPTRVELSEIRLNMRTKESNR
NCED9    417 CFCFHLWNSWEE---PETDEVVVIGSCMTPPDSIFNEHDETLQSVLSEIRLNLKTGESTR
Sorghum  473 RAVLPP-SQQVNLEVGMVNRNLLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLETGELTKFEYG
NCED3    464 RPIISNEDQQVNLEAGMVNRNMLGRKTKFAYLALAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLTTGEVKKHLYG
NCED5    454 RTIIPG-SVQMNLEAGMVNRNLLGRKTRYAYLAIAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLSTGEVKNHFYG
NCED6    446 KVIVTG----VNLEAGHINRSYVGRKSQFVYIAIADPWPKCSGIAKVDIQNGTVSEFNYG
NCED9    474 RPVIS---EQVNLEAGMVNRNLLGRKTRYAYLALTEPWPKVSGFAKVDLSTGEIRKYIYG
Sorghum  532 EGRFGGEPCFVPMDPSAAHPRGEDDGYVLTFVHDERAGTSELLVVNAADMRLEATVQLPS
NCED3    524 DNRYGGEPLFLPG-----EGGEEDEGYILCFVHDEKTWKSELQIVNAVSLEVEATVKLPS
NCED5    513 GKKYGGEPFFLPRGL---ESDGEDDGYIMSFVHDEESWESELHIVNAVTLELEATVKLPS
NCED6    502 PSRFGGEPCFVPEGE-----GEEDKGYVMGFVRDEEKDESEFVVVDATDMKQVAAVRLPE
NCED9    531 EGKYGGEPLFLPSG-----DGEEDGGYIMVFVHDEEKVKSELQLINAVNMKLEATVTLPS
Sorghum    1 -----MQSLAPPTSVSIHRQHLPASGSSRARASNSVRFSPRAVSSVPRATAPAERLQAPF
NCED3      1 MASFTATAAVSGRWLGGNHTQPPLSSSQSSDLSYCSSLPMASRVT------------RKL
NCED5      1 ----MACSYILTPNPTKLNLSFAPSDLDAPSPSSSVSFTNTKPRR------------RKL
NCED6      1 MQHSLRSDLLPTKTSPRSHLLPQPKNANISRRILINPFKIP-----------------TL
NCED9      1 ---MASTTLLPSTSTQFLDRTFSTSSSSSRPKLQSLSFSSTLRNKKLVVPCYVSSSVNKK
Sorghum   56 HKPGAADLPAQSKKPATAIAVPRHAAAPRKAGGKKQLNFFQRAAAAALDAFEEGFVANVL
NCED3     49 NVSSALHTPPALHFPKQSSNSPAIVVKPKAKESNTKQMNLFQRAAAAALDAAEGFLVSHE
NCED5     45 SANSVSDTPNLLNFPNYPSPNPIIPEK------DTSRWNPLQRAASAALDFAETALLRRE
NCED6     44 PDLTSPVPSPVKLKPTYPN------------------LNLLQKLAATMLDKIESSIVIPM
NCED9     58 SSVSSSLQSPTFKPPSWKKLCNDVTNLIPKTTNQNPKLNPVQRTAAMVLDAVENAMISHE
Sorghum  116 ERPHGLPSTADPAVQIAGNFAPVGERPPVRELPVSGRIPPFINGVYARNGANPCFDPVAG
NCED3    109 KL-HPLPKTADPSVQIAGNFAPVNEQPVRRNLPVVGKLPDSIKGVYVRNGANPLHEPVTG
NCED5     99 RS-KPLPKTVDPRHQISGNYAPVPEQSVKSSLSVDGKIPDCIDGVYLRNGANPLFEPVSG
NCED6     86 EQNRPLPKPTDPAVQLSGNFAPVNECPVQNGLEVVGQIPSCLKGVYIRNGANPMFPPLAG
NCED9    118 RRRHPHPKTADPAVQIAGNFFPVPEKPVVHNLPVTGTVPECIQGVYVRNGANPLHKPVSG
Sorghum  176 HHLFDGDGMVHALRIRNGVAESYACRFTETARLTQERAIGRPVFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
NCED3    168 HHFFDGDGMVHAVKFEHGSAS-YACRFTQTNRFVQERQLGRPVFPKAIGELHGHTGIARL
NCED5    158 HHLFDGDGMVHAVKITNGDAS-YSCRFTETERLVQEKQLGSPIFPKAIGELHGHSGIARL
NCED6    146 HHLFDGDGMIHAVSIGFDNQVSYSCRYTKTNRLVQETALGRSVFPKPIGELHGHSGLARL
NCED9    178 HHLFDGDGMVHAVRFDNGSVS-YACRFTETNRLVQERECGRPVFPKAIGELHGHLGIAKL
Sorghum  236 ALFYARAACGLVDPSAGTGVANAGLVYFNGHLLAMSEDDLPYHVRVADDGDLETVGRYDF
NCED3    227 MLFYARAAAGIVDPAHGTGVANAGLVYFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVQITPNGDLKTVGRFDF
NCED5    217 MLFYARGLFGLLNHKNGTGVANAGLVYFHDRLLAMSEDDLPYQVRVTDNGDLETIGRFDF
NCED6    206 ALFTARAGIGLVDGTRGMGVANAGVVFFNGRLLAMSEDDLPYQVKIDGQGDLETIGRFGF
NCED9    237 MLFNTRGLFGLVDPTGGLGVANAGLVYFNGHLLAMSEDDLPYHVKVTQTGDLETSGRYDF
Sorghum  296 DGQLGCAMIAHPKLDPVTGELHALSYDVIKKPYLKYFYFRPDGTKSDDVEIPLDQPTMIH
NCED3    287 DGQLESTMIAHPKVDPESGELFALSYDVVSKPYLKYFRFSPDGTKSPDVEIQLDQPTMMH
NCED5    277 DGQLSSAMIAHPKIDPVTKELFALSYDVVKKPYLKYFKFSPEGEKSPDVEIPLASPTMMH
NCED6    266 DDQIDSSVIAHPKVDATTGDLHTLSYNVLKKPHLRYLKFNTCGKKTRDVEITLPEPTMIH
NCED9    297 DGQLKSTMIAHPKIDPETRELFALSYDVVSKPYLKYFRFTSDGEKSPDVEIPLDQPTMIH
Sorghum  356 DFAITENFVVVPDHQVVFKLQEMLRGGSPVVLDKEKTSRFGVLPKHASDASEMVWVDVPD
NCED3    347 DFAITENFVVVPDQQVVFKLPEMIRGGSPVVYDKNKVARFGILDKYAEDSSNIKWIDAPD
NCED5    337 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFKLSDMFLGKSPVKYDGEKISRFGILPRNAKDASEMVWVESPE
NCED6    326 DFAITENFVVIPDQQMVFKLSEMIRGGSPVIYVKEKMARFGVLSKQDLTGSDINWVDVPD
NCED9    357 DFAITENFVVIPDQQVVFRLPEMIRGGSPVVYDEKKKSRFGILNKNAKDASSIQWIEVPD
Sorghum  416 CFCFHLWNAWED---EATGEVVVIGSCMTPADSIFNESDERLESVLTEIRLDTRTGRSTR
NCED3    407 CFCFHLWNAWEE---PETDEVVVIGSCMTPPDSIFNESDENLKSVLSEIRLNLKTGESTR
NCED5    397 TFCFHLWNAWES---PETDEVVVIGSCMTPADSIFNECDEQLNSVLSEIRLNLKTGKSTR
NCED6    386 CFCFHLWNAWEERTEEGDPVIVVIGSCMSPPDTIFSESGEPTRVELSEIRLNMRTKESNR
NCED9    417 CFCFHLWNSWEE---PETDEVVVIGSCMTPPDSIFNEHDETLQSVLSEIRLNLKTGESTR
Sorghum  473 RAVLPP-SQQVNLEVGMVNRNLLGRKTRYAYLAVAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLETGELTKFEYG
NCED3    464 RPIISNEDQQVNLEAGMVNRNMLGRKTKFAYLALAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLTTGEVKKHLYG
NCED5    454 RTIIPG-SVQMNLEAGMVNRNLLGRKTRYAYLAIAEPWPKVSGFAKVDLSTGEVKNHFYG
NCED6    446 KVIVTG----VNLEAGHINRSYVGRKSQFVYIAIADPWPKCSGIAKVDIQNGTVSEFNYG
NCED9    474 RPVIS---EQVNLEAGMVNRNLLGRKTRYAYLALTEPWPKVSGFAKVDLSTGEIRKYIYG
Sorghum  532 EGRFGGEPCFVPMDPSAAHPRGEDDGYVLTFVHDERAGTSELLVVNAADMRLEATVQLPS
NCED3    524 DNRYGGEPLFLPG-----EGGEEDEGYILCFVHDEKTWKSELQIVNAVSLEVEATVKLPS
NCED5    513 GKKYGGEPFFLPRGL---ESDGEDDGYIMSFVHDEESWESELHIVNAVTLELEATVKLPS
NCED6    502 PSRFGGEPCFVPEGE-----GEEDKGYVMGFVRDEEKDESEFVVVDATDMKQVAAVRLPE
NCED9    531 EGKYGGEPLFLPSG-----DGEEDGGYIMVFVHDEEKVKSELQLINAVNMKLEATVTLPS
Sorghum  592 RVPFGFHGTFITGKELEAQA--
NCED3  579 RVPYGFHGTFIGADDLAKQVV-
5 570 RVPYGFHGTFVNSADML QA--
6 557 RVPYGFHGTFVSE QL EQVF-
9 586 RVPYGFHGTFIS EDLSKQA C
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Figure 3-3. Hypothesis and strategies for a positive feedback mechanism to amplify ABA 
biosynthesis and signaling. A, Schematic representation of amplification of the ABA 
biosynthesis and signaling pathways. Black arrows indicate the native pathway. Expected 
positive feedback (red arrows) and amplified feedback (blue arrows) are indicated (see 
text for details). ABF, ABRE-binding factor; ABRE, ABA responsive element. B, 
Schematic representation of pABRE:NCED used in this study. Sorghum bicolor NCED 
(SbNCED) was driven by the wheat (Triticum aestivum) Early Methionine-labeled 
promoter (pTaEM). Pink and red bars, ABRE and RY motifs. C, Schematic 
representation of the pCambia 2300-GFP vector. The GFP construct in this vector 
contains the glycinin promoter (pGly) and terminator (TGly). LB, left border; RB, right 
border (other components are omitted).       
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Figure 3-4.  The 5’ upstream and coding sequences of the wheat (Triticum aestivum) 
Early Methionine-labeled (TaEM). The 5’ upstream sequence of TaEM (612 bp, pink 
characters) together with its 5’ untranslated region (112 bp, blue characters) were used as 
the TaEM promoter. The ABA responsive elements (ABREs) and RY motifs in the 
promoter region are highlighted by red and pink filling, respectively. Note that one of the 
RY motifs contains palindrome. The coding sequence is highlighted by gray filling with 
intron sequences without filling. The transcription and translation initiation sites are 
highlighted by bold.  
  
………GGTTTTGTGTTAAAACGAAAAAAACGATTCGGTTGACTTAAGTATGGACAGTGGGTTGATTAAAACA 
TCAGAGGGTTTTGCGAGAAAATGCAAATAAAAGGTTCGGGAGTGAGTTAAACGGGTACCACCGCAGTTTA 
TTTACGAAAAATAGAGGGTTTTTTTAAAAAAAATATATGACGGGCGACCAGAAACCCAATTTGCTTTATT 
ATTATTAAAAAAATAAATAAAATAGTAAAAATAAAGATAAAAATAAAAATATAATAAAATGGCTGCATGC 
ATCTCCGACGCAGAGGCCGGGGTCATCTTTTAAAAAAGAAGAAATATAAATATATTAGAGCAAACCATAC 
GAAGAAATGGCATGACGATCGGTTCACGGCCAGTCTCCGATCGAGCCCGGCCGCTACAAACGTACACGCG 
TCGACAATGCATGCATGCAAGCAGAGTCTTGAGCTTCTCGTCCCCTTCCTCGGATAACTCCATGCCTTGC 
GAGGGCACGCCCATTACGTGTTGTCTTCCAGGCCCTTGCCGGACACGTGGCGCGACAGCAGGGACAACGA 
GCAGGCCGACGCACGTCCGCGTCGCTGCACACGTGCCGCCTCCGTGCTTCACGACGCACCGCGCCCCTCC 
AGCTATAAAAACACGGCGTATGGCTCGTCTTCTCCACCATCGATCATTGGCTCGAGCTCGAGCGCCAGCA 
GTTGCATACACCACACACGCATCCACACGTCCGTTTCAGGAACCTTAGCGGTCGAGCACCTGTTAGCAAT 
GGCGTCCGGTCAGGAGAAGGGGAGGTCGGAGCTGGACAGCTTGGCCCGCGAGGGGCAGACCGTCGTCCCC 
GGCGGCACCGGCGGGAAGAGCTACGAGGCGCAGGAGAAACTCGCTGAAGGTACGTACTTAAAAGTATGTC 
AATACTATATACTGAACCGGCATTGTTGTAACACGCGCGCATTTGTGCAGGGCGCAGCCGTGGTGGGCAG 
ACTCGGAAGGAGCAGATGGGGGAGGAGGGGTACAGCGAGATGGGGCGCAAGGGCGGGCTGAGCACCAACG 
ACGAGTCCGGCGGCGAGCGCGCCGCCAGGGAGGGCATCGACATCGACGAGTCCAAGTTCAAGACCAAGTC 
CTAGATGTTCAGTTCAGTGCCTAGCTTAGCAAAGCAACTGACTGCTCGCTCTTGTTTGGATGTAGTC……… 
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if the regulatory mechanisms of ABA-induced seed dormancy are conserved between 
monocot and dicot species, the monocot pABRE:NCED chimeric gene pTaEM:SbNCED 
should be functional in Arabidopsis and cause amplification of the ABA biosynthesis and 
signaling pathways, leading to enhanced seed dormancy in this heterologous system. A 
potential problem associated with this approach was that suppression of germination, an 
expected phenotype when the hypothesis was correct, would hinder identification of the 
pTaEM:SbNCED plants, because screening of transgenic plants in antibiotic media 
requires germination. To address this issue, a green fluorescent protein (GFP), which was 
driven by the seed-specific glycinin promoter (Schmidt and Herman, 2008), was used as a 
visible transgenic marker (pGly:GFP, Figure 3-3C). 
 
Visualization of transgenic seeds with a GFP marker 
Arabidopsis WT Col plants were transformed at the flower-bud stages with 
Agrobacterium containing the pCambia 2300-GFP vector with or without 
pTaEM:SbNCED. When siliques reached the maturation stage, they were examined for 
GFP signals under a dissection microscope equipped with a UV lamp. Spotted fluorescent 
signals, indicating GFP signals from seeds, were visible through silique valves (Figures 
3-5B, C). Elimination of the valves confirmed that the signals were indeed derived from 
individual seeds (Figures 3-5D, E), although GFP signals in different seed tissues (e.g., 
testa, endosperm, embryo) were not inspected. GFP signals were still intense in harvested 
dry seeds, which were used for propagation. 
Initial investigation suggested that putative transgenic seeds with strong GFP signals 
(Figure 3-6A, “S”) did not germinate after 3-day prechilling, which usually enhances seed 
germination in Col, while seeds with weak GFP signals (Figure 3-6A, “W”) germinated. 
T1 plants were grown from germinated GFP seeds regardless of signal intensity (termed 
as SW [strong + weak]). The embryos were dissected out from ungerminated “S” seeds 
(Figure 3-6B). From these, a total of 24 T1 plants with stable transformation were 
obtained. 
 
Enhanced Seed Dormancy Phenotypes 
The GFP-positive T1 pTaEM:SbNCED plants produced siliques containing T2 GFP seeds 
and null-segregant WT seeds (Figure 3-7A). Eight Independent lines exhibiting a 3:1 ratio 
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Figure 3-5. GFP signals from putative T1 transgenic seeds of pTaEM:SbNCED lines. A 
and B, T0 siliques under light and UV, respectively. The positions of GFP signals are 
highlighted by white arrowheads. C, GFP signals from seeds inside a T0 silique. D and E, 
GFP signals from T1 seeds retained on the replum (the valves were removed).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-6. Diagram showing the procedures used for T1 plant and T2 seed production. A, 
Initial sorting of seeds with strong (S) and weak (W) GFP signals. Some of seeds in the S 
group seeds did not germinate well even after 3-day prechilling to break dormancy, while 
seeds with weak GFP signals germinated. The embryos were excised from ungerminated 
S seeds and grown as T1 plants for T2 seed production, together with germinated seeds 
from the original batch containing both S and W (termed as SW). B, Photograph of an 
excised embryo (right) and the endosperm and testa after embryo excision (left). 
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Figure 3-7. Germination of pTaEM:SbNCED T2 and null-segregant wild-type seeds at 
harvest.  A, T1 silique showing segregation of the T2 pTaEM:SbNCED (GFP) and null-
segregant wild-type (white arrowheads) seeds. B and C, Light and UV images of sorted 
WT (null-segregant) seeds, respectively. D and E, Light and UV images of sorted GFP 
(pTaEM:SbNCED)  seeds, respectively. F, Initial examination of germination of sorted 
wild-type (WT, gray bar) and pTaEM:SbNCED (GFP, green bar) seeds in eight 
independent lines after 3-day prechilling at 4°C and 5-d incubation at 22°C. Initial 
examination was done without replicates. 
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for GFP:WT were obtained. Seeds of pTaEM:SbNCED and null-segregant WT were 
sorted for each line based on GFP fluorescence (Figures 3-7B to E) and subjected to 
initial examination for germination immediately after harvest. In all independent lines, 
pTaEM:SbNCED seeds remained highly dormant even with 3-day prechilling, while the 
majority of null-segregant WT seeds germinated (Figure 3-7F). These seeds were stored 
for further analysis.  
 Col seeds do not have deep dormancy compared to highly dormant ecotypes, such as 
Cape Verde Islands (Cvi), and start to germinate without prechilling a few weeks after 
harvest. However, pTaEM:SbNCED seeds still exhibited dormancy after 3-month storage, 
while null-segregant WT seeds, which had experienced exactly the same environmental 
conditions on the maternal plant and storage conditions over the 3-month period as did 
pTaEM:SbNCED seeds, germinated well without prechilling (Figure 3-8A). The 
hyperdormancy phenotypes were observed consistently in the eight independent 
transgenic lines (Figure 3-8B). Three-day prechilling enhanced germination of the 3-
month-old pTaEM:SbNCED seeds but did not result in full alleviation of dormancy 
(Figure  3-8C, green). Application of 10 µM fluridone, a carotenoid (and hence ABA) 
biosynthesis inhibitor, allowed full recovery of germination in some pTaEM:SbNCED 
lines (Figure  3-8C, light green), suggesting that the hyperdormancy phenotypes were due 
to enhanced ABA biosynthesis. Dormancy levels varied among the different transgenic 
lines, which is often observed in different batches of wild-type seeds also. All 
germination data presented here were obtained from only heterozygous pTaEM:SbNCED 
lines, because comparison between transgenic and null-segregant seeds, which was 
devoid of the maternal effects, was ideal for this study. It should be noted that 
homozygous lines also exhibited variation with a tendency of more enhanced dormancy, 
which requires further analysis.   
 
Protein profiles in GFP seeds 
The pTaEM:SbNCED construct was introduced to the Arabidopsis genome using the 
pCambia 2300-GFP vector, which contained a GFP driven with the glycinin promoter, a 
seed-specific promoter of a storage protein (Figure 3-3C). Therefore, it is possible that the 
hyperdormancy phenotypes observed in pTaEM:SbNCED seeds were a consequence of 
GFP accumulation in seeds, which could reduce the native storage proteins and affect 
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Figure 3-8. Germination of pTaEM:SbNCED T2 and null-segregant wild-type seeds after 
three-month storage. A, Germination of pTaEM:SbNCED (GFP) and wild-type (WT) 
seeds segregating from the same maternal plant after three-month storage without 
prechilling. B, Germination of wild-type (WT, grey bar) and pTaEM:SbNCED (GFP, 
green bar) seeds segregating from the same maternal plant after three-month storage, 
without prechilling. C, Germination of wild-type (WT, grey bar) and pTaEM:SbNCED 
(GFP, green bar) seeds segregating from the same maternal plant after three-month 
storage, with 3-day prechilling. Germination of pTaEM:SbNCED seeds with 10 µM 
fluridone (GFP+F, light green bar) is also shown. Values in B and C are averages and two 
data points for eight independent transgenic lines. The hyperdormant seeds did not show 
testa rupture. 
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dormancy levels. In fact, there was reduction in some peptides in GFP seeds, compared to 
null-segregant WT seeds, which could be storage proteins similar to glycinin (Figure 3-
9A). To see whether GFP expression itself affects seed dormancy levels, GFP and null-
segregant seeds from Arabidopsis lines transformed with an empty pCambia 2300-GFP 
vector were also analyzed. GFP seeds from these lines normally germinated after three-
day prechilling (Figures 3-9B, C), which was consistently observed in multiple 
independent lines (Figure 3-9D). These results suggested that GFP expression in seeds 
exerted little effects on seed dormancy and that the hyperdormancy phenotypes observed 
in pTaEM:SbNCED seeds were caused specifically by pTaEM:SbNCED construct or 
SbNCED expression. 
 
SbNCED expression in transgenic seeds 
To see whether SbNCED was actually expressed in pTaEM:SbNCED lines, RT-PCR was 
performed using SbNCED primers. The SbNCED primers did not amplify products from 
AtNCED5, AtNCED6 and AtNCED9 in the Arabidopsis genome (Figure 3-10A) and from 
pure templates (Figure 3-10B), confirming their specificity. The SbNCED-specific 
primers were then used to examine its expression during seed development. While the 
glycinin promoter driving GFP was activated around the mid stages of seed development 
(Figure 3-10D), pTaEM was expected to be active at the late stage. Therefore, RNA was 
extracted from maturing siliques that developed yellow color (Figure 3-10D, stages 24-
27) and used for expression analysis. An expected size (1.25 kb) of product was detected 
in RT-PCR (Figure 3-10C). Since the cDNA sequences of SbNCED and AtNCEDs are 
very similar, RT-PCR product was sequenced and then analyzed focusing on the 5’ 
region, which varies among NCEDs (Figure 3-10E). Comparison of the sequence of the 
RT-PCR product with the authentic sequences indicated that RT-PCR product was indeed 
the product of SbNCED mRNA (Figure 3-10F).  
 SbNCED accumulated in dry pTaEM:SbNCED seeds, which was not observed in the  
vector control (VC) lines (Figure 3-11A). Accumulation of SbNCED mRNA in dry seeds 
confirmed its expression during the maturation stage. Interestingly, NCED5 expression 
was enhanced in pTaEM:SbNCED seeds in all of the three independent lines examined, 
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Figure 3-9. Germination of GFP and null-segregant wild-type seeds from transgenic 
control carrying an empty pCambia 2300-GFP vector. A, Coomassie staining of proteins 
extracted from null-segregant wild-type (WT) and pTaEM:SbNCED (GFP) seeds. Closed 
and open arrowheads indicate approximate positions of GFP peptide and putative storage 
proteins, respectively (although these were not followed in empty vector control). 
Molecular masses are indicated to the left. B, Photograph of GFP seeds from empty 
vector control (left) and their germination (right). C, Comparison of GFP and null-
segregant WT seeds from transgenic control lines with an empty vector (E3, E4, E5). D, 
Germination of wild-type (WT, grey bar) and GFP (green bar) seeds segregating from the 
same individual plant immediately after harvest, with 3-day prechilling. Values are 
averages and two data points for 12 independent transgenic lines. 
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Figure 3-10. Expression of SbNCED in pTaEM:SbNCED seeds during maturation. A and 
B, Specificity of AtNCED5 (N5), AtNCED6 (N6), AtNCED9 (N9) and SbNCED (SbN) 
primers used for RT-PCR. Each set of primers was tested with Arabidopsis genomic 
DNA (a) or pure templates (b) (PCR products shown in panel A for N5, N6 and N9 or 
cDNA in a vector for SbNCED). C, RT-PCR of SbNCED and ACTIN2 (ACT2) using 
RNA extracted from yellow siliques containing maturing pTaEM:SbNCED seeds. The 
sizes of ACT2 (0.69 kb) and SbNCED (1.25 kb) cDNAs are indicated, together with the 
predicted size of ACT2 gDNA fragment including an intron (0.86 kb), which was not 
amplified, verifying no contamination of gDNA in RT products. D, Top, developing 
siliques from a single inflorescence. Middle, GFP signals from developing 
pTaEM:SbNCED seeds. Bottom, appearance of immature seeds before (stage 12) and 
after (stage 15) GFP accumulation and a mature seed (stage 27). E, Schematic 
representation of the conserved sequences among AtNCED5, AtNCED6, AtNCED9 and 
SbNCED. VR, variable region. F, Part of VR sequences of AtNCED5 (N5), AtNCED6 
(N6), AtNCED9 (N9) and SbNCED (SbN), aligned with the sequence of the RT-PCR 
product (RT).  
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Figure 3-11. Accumulation of SbNCED in dry and imbibed pTaEM:SbNCED seeds. A, 
RT-PCR of SbNCED (SbN), AtNCED5 (N5), AtNCED6 (N6), AtNCED9 (N9) and 
ACTIN2 (ACT2) using RNA extracted from dry seeds of pTaEM:SbNCED (SW38, SW39 
and SW43) lines and empty vector control (VC: 3, 4, 5) lines. B, RT-PCR of SbNCED 
(SbN), ABA INSENSITIVE5 (ABI5), and ACTIN2 (ACT2) using RNA extracted from 
wild-type Columbia (Col) and pTaEM:SbNCED (homozygous SW39 line) seeds imbibed 
for 40 h without prechilling. Germination percentage of each line after 40 h or 5 days is 
indicated below the panel. 
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compared to its expression in the VC seeds (Figure 3-11A). These results suggest that 
amplified ABA biosynthesis, which was caused by SbNCED expression, positively 
affected expression of the native NCED5. These results suggest that positive feedback 
regulation is present in the native system (discussed below). In contrast, NCED6 and 
NCED9 expression were not enhanced but rather decreased by the enhanced ABA 
biosynthesis (Figure 3-11A). 
 
ABF enhancement in transgenic seeds 
The RT-PCR result indicated that SbNCED was actually expressed in Arabidopsis 
seeds during the maturation stage, which suggested that the wheat EM promoter was 
recognized by the Arabidopsis system, including ABFs, and functioned during seed 
maturation (Figure 3-3). SbNCED expression was also detected in imbibed 
pTaEM:SbNCED seeds. Forty-hour-imbibed pTaEM:SbNCED seeds expressed SbNCED 
while WT Col seeds did not (Figure 3-11B). ABA INSENSITIVE5 (ABI5), an ABF, was 
also expressed in pTaEM:SbNCED seeds, which was not observed in WT Col seeds 
(Figure 3-11B). These results suggested that hyperdormancy in pTaEM:SbNCED seeds 
was caused by enhanced ABA biosynthesis and signaling during the maturation stage, 
which was carried over from the developmental stage through the imbibitional stage of 
mature seeds. 
 
ABA increase in transgenic seeds 
The levels of ABA in dry pTaEM:SbNCED seeds were increased compared to those in 
null-segregant WT seeds (Figure 3-12A), suggesting that SbNCED expression in 
developing seeds indeed enhanced ABA biosynthesis during the maturation stage. The 
dramatic increases in ABA levels in pTaEM:SbNCED seeds were consistent with 
hyperdormancy phenotypes in these lines (Figure 3-12B). The ABA levels in 
pTaEM:SbNCED seeds at 40-h imbibition (immediately before radicle emergence in WT) 
was 9~73-fold higher compared to those in WT seeds (Figure 3-12C). These results 
suggested that the pABRE:NCED system caused amplification of ABA biosynthesis and 
signaling and imposed deep dormancy in Arabidopsis seeds over generations. 
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Figure 3-12. Enhanced ABA biosynthesis and dormancy in pTaEM:SbNCED seeds. A, 
ABA levels in dry seeds of pTaEM:SbNCED (GFP, green bar) and null-segregant wild-
type (WT, grey bar) sorted from pTaEM:SbNCED siliques (SW12-2, SW38-1 and SW39-
2). Values are averages ± SD (n=3). B, Germination of pTaEM:SbNCED seeds of the 
SW12-2, SW38-1 and SW39-2 lines used for ABA quantification in (a) and (c) after 5 
days. The first radicle emergence started after 40 h. Values are averages and two data 
points for three independent transgenic lines. C, ABA levels in 40-h imbibed seeds of 
pTaEM:SbNCED (GFP, green bar) and null-segregant wild-type (WT, grey bar) sorted 
from pTaEM:SbNCED siliques (SW12-2, SW38-1 and SW39-2). Values are averages ± 
s.d. (n=3 replicates). Note that the scales in panel A and C are different.  
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DISCUSSION 
Presence of positive feedback mechanisms in the ABA pathway 
High levels of NCED expression are maintained in imbibed seeds during primary 
dormancy (Cadman et al., 2006). NCED is also up-regulated when thermoinhibition 
occurs in imbibed nondormant seeds at high temperatures (Argyris et al., 2008; Toh et al., 
2008). Mature seeds of Cvi, a highly dormant Arabidopsis ecotype (Alonso-Blanco et al., 
2003), from which DOG1 Cvi allele was identified (Bentsink et al., 2006), also seem to 
require NCED expression or ABA biosynthesis for maintenance of seed dormancy in 
imbibed seeds (Ali-Rachedi et al., 2004; Cadman et al., 2006; Finch-Savage et al., 2007). 
There are other factors than NCED expression that could affect ABA levels in seeds, such 
as ABA hydroxylases (Kushiro et al., 2004; Millar et al., 2006; Barrero et al., 2009) and 
conjugating enzymes (Chiwocha et al., 2003; Feurtado et al., 2004). However, continuous 
expression of NCED in imbibed seeds appears to be an indispensable mechanism for 
maintenance of the dormant status of imbibed seeds. 
The study using PGSS demonstrated that induction of NCED6 was sufficient to 
suppress germination during seed imbibition, suggesting that NCED can be a single 
determinant of seed dormancy (Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011) (Chapter 2). However, in 
nature, dormancy is induced spontaneously in developing seeds on the maternal plant 
(Bewley et al., 2013), and it was critical to experimentally examine alteration of NCED 
expression during seed maturation and its effects on dormancy imposition to mature seeds. 
This study using the wheat LEA promoter, which is under the control of ABA and 
activated during seed maturation, provided direct evidence that NCED expression during 
seed maturation indeed functions as a determinant of dormancy in mature seeds (Figure 
3-8). SbNCED, which was driven by the ABA-responsive promoter, is probably 
expressed in both the endosperm and the embryo, because both tissues express native 
NCED and produce ABA. The promoter was also seed specific. Therefore, unlike 
constitutive promoters, such as the CaMV 35S promoter, it is not expected to cause 
ectopic expression in other organs. We did not find phenotypic changes in non-seed 
organs. 
An important difference between this spontaneous system and the NCED-inducible 
system (Chapter 2) is that the spontaneous hyperdormant seeds do not exhibit testa 
rupture and stay ungerminated, which is the same as natural dormancy in wild-type seeds, 
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while NCED-inducible seeds reached testa rupture. This result suggests that NCED could 
functions at the timings before testa rupture to suppress germination (testa permeability 
issues will be revisited in Chapter 4). 
In the new experimental system (Figure 3-3), pABRE enabled NCED expression 
during seed maturation as designed (Figure 3-10). However, NCED was also expressed 
during imbibition of pABRE:NCED seeds (Figure 3-11B). This is very similar to what 
happens in naturally dormant seeds. In wild-type Arabidopsis seeds, dormancy is induced 
during seed development, concomitantly with an increase in ABA levels, which is most 
likely through NCEDs expressed in seeds (Lefebvre et al., 2006; Frey et al., 2012), and 
dormancy is maintained in mature seeds, which continue to express NCED during 
imbibition (Cadman et al., 2006).  
NCED expression during both seed maturation and imbibition appears to be essential 
for seed dormancy. As fluridone releases seed dormancy in pABRE:NCED at least in part 
(Figure 3-8) and wild-type seeds (Yoshioka et al., 1998; Grappin et al., 2000a), dormancy 
maintenance in imbibed seeds depends on de novo ABA biosynthesis. It is possible that 
NCED increase during seed maturation affects NCED levels and ABA biosynthesis in 
mature wild-type seeds during imbibition. This could be mediated by ABA itself or ABA-
induced factors (including epigenetic signatures), which accumulate during the 
maturation stage and stimulate NCED expression in imbibed seeds.  
If ABA biosynthesis during seed maturation affects its synthesis in mature seeds 
during imbibition (which in turn determines the final output of dormancy or germination), 
what are the mechanisms to cause this feedforward ABA biosynthesis over the two 
discontinuous developmental stages - seed maturation and imbibition? In the case of 
pABRE:NCED seeds, pABRE is stimulated by ABA and ABF (Figure 3-3). Therefore, 
enhanced accumulation of ABA itself in pABRE:NCED seeds could trigger the positive 
feedback mechanism as soon as seed water content reaches sufficient levels for 
transcriptional and translational activities and initiate ABA biosynthesis. An important 
biological question is whether there is a similar positive feedback mechanism also in the 
natural system of seed dormancy, which could be triggered by ABA or other factors 
accumulated during seed maturation.  
The effects of environmental factors, such as light (Seo et al., 2006; Oh et al., 2007; 
Gubler et al., 2008) and temperature (Argyris et al., 2008；Toh et al., 2008) or other 
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hormones (Sawada et al., 2008; Jacobsen et al., 2013), on NCED expression in imbibed 
seeds have been well understood. However, direct (transcription) factors controlling 
NCED expression during seed maturation and imbibition are not known. FUSCA3 
(FUS3) (Gazzarrini et al., 2004; Suzuki and McCarty, 2008) and XERICO (Zentella et al., 
2007; Piskurewicz et al., 2008) promote ABA biosynthesis in seeds. XERICO expression 
is stimulated by DELLA proteins (Zentella et al., 2007; Piskurewicz et al., 2008), which 
are destabilized or inactivated by gibberellin (GA) and GID1 (GIBBERELLIN 
INSENSITIVE DWARF1) through the 26S proteasome pathway (McGinnis et al., 2003; 
Ariizumi and Steber, 2007). Since ABA negatively regulates GA levels through up- and 
down regulation of GA deactivation and biosynthesis genes, respectively (Seo et al., 
2006; Toh et al., 2008; Seo et al., 2009), promotion of ABA biosynthesis by XERICO 
could form a positive feedback loop through reduction of GA levels and stabilization of 
RGL2. However, XERICO does not induce NCED (Zentella et al., 2007). Likewise, there 
is no evidence to indicate direct induction of NCED by FUS3. Thus, precise regulatory 
mechanisms of NCED expression, which is involved in dormancy induction and 
maintenance, remain elusive. 
A recent study provided evidence for a positive feedback mechanism in ABA 
deactivation. ABI4, an ABA inducible gene, is associated with primary dormancy (Shu et 
al., 2013) and sensitivity of seedlings to sugar, which is mediated by DOG1 (Teng et al., 
2008). Chromatin immunoprecipitation quantitative PCR and genetic analyses showed 
that ABI4 directly binds to the promoter regions of CYP707A1 and CYP707A2, ABA 
hydroxylase genes, and represses their expression. The ABI4 binding elements were 
essential for this repression (Shu et al., 2013). Reduction in ABA hydroxylases leads to 
ABA accumulation. Therefore, the originally produced ABA in seeds could increase its 
own level through ABI4 activation and CYP707A repression. These results suggest that a 
positive feedback mechanism could contribute to ABA levels in seeds and dormancy, at 
least through ABA deactivation.  
It has been suggested that positive feedback mechanisms are operational for ABA 
biosynthesis also. In Arabidopsis plants, ABA induces ZEAXANTHIN EPOXIDASE 
(ZEP/ABA1/LOS6) and ABSCISIC ALDEHYDE OXIDASE3 (AAO3/ABA3/LOS5) (Xiong 
et al., 2002). ZEP catalyzes conversion of zeaxanthin to violaxanthin, which is upstream 
of the site of NCED action, while AAO3 catalyzes the last step of active ABA production 
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from abscisic aldehyde (Nambara and Marion-Poll, 2005). These results indicate that 
initially produced, possibly a small amount of ABA in certain tissues and organs can be 
amplified through positive feedback mechanisms during Arabidopsis plant development.  
An important question is whether the rate-limiting enzyme NCED is subjected to 
positive feedback regulation. The data suggest that NCED5 expression in seeds is 
regulated by a positive feedback mechanism, while NCED6 and NCED9 may not be 
regulated by the same pathway and could be subjected to a negative feedback regulation 
(Figure 3-11A). Examination of NCED expression in the published tiling array data using 
cyp707a1a2a3 triple mutant (Okamoto et al., 2010), in which ABA levels were increased 
70 fold compared to wild-type seeds, suggests that NCED5 expression (and also NCED9 
in this case) was enhanced by ABA. These results also support that NCED5 expression in 
seeds is subjected to positive feedback regulation.  
Drought and sugar response studies have clearly demonstrated that ABA produced in 
Arabidopsis plants exerts a positive feedback effect to NCED3 expression (Cheng et al., 
2002; Barrero et al., 2006). Interestingly, NCED3 inducibility by ABA varies (3-18 fold) 
among different accessions of Arabidopsis (Barrero et al., 2006), suggesting that there is 
natural variation in the strength of the positive feedback loops in the ABA biosynthesis 
and signaling pathway. For the future research, it will be important to identify factors and 
detailed mechanisms associated with the NCED5 positive feedback loop and to see 
whether the strength of the feedback mechanism varies between highly dormant and less 
dormant accessions. These approaches will provide more insights into the regulatory 
mechanisms of the seed dormancy pathway controlled by ABA.  
 
The advantage of seed sorting by GFP 
It is well known that the maternal plants, and the environment surrounding them, could 
affect seed dormancy (Munir et al., 2001; Chiang et al., 2013). The maternal effects on 
dormancy levels of the next generation of seeds are important for plant adaptation and 
interesting aspects in biology in general, which contribute to our understanding of 
ecology and evolution. However, the maternal effects sometimes hinder interpretation of 
data associated with seed dormancy. For example, ABA is produced in both the maternal 
plant and developing seeds while seed dormancy is determined mainly by the latter, 
zygotic ABA (Karssen et al., 1983; Groot and Karssen, 1992; Kanno et al., 2010). Over 
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expression or knockdown mutants associated with ABA metabolisms provide useful 
information for seed dormancy, however when ABA levels are altered in both the 
maternal plant and developing seeds, it could complicate interpretation of data obtained 
from these mutants. Increased or reduced ABA levels in the maternal plant affect its own 
development and could indirectly affect the physiology of seeds and dormancy, as 
artifacts. The possible artifacts resulting from altered plant growth can be addressed by 
reciprocal crosses between the mutant and wild type. However, it is still difficult to 
distinguish and sort the mutant and null-segregant seeds to make pure seed populations 
for phenotypic comparison.  
The heterozygous pABRE:NCED lines, which produce segregating dormant and 
nondormant seeds with and without a visible GFP marker, enable seed sorting (Figure 3-
7) and direct comparison for germination tests (Figures 3-8 and 3-9) or biochemical 
experiments (Figure 3-11). The pABRE:NCED and null-segregant wild-type seeds share 
the same properties of testa, which are also known to affect seed dormancy (Debeaujon et 
al., 2000; Debeaujon et al., 2007). Thus, pABRE:NCED allows precise comparison of 
dormant and non-dormant seeds of the same maternal origin and under the same 
developmental conditions, which differ only in embryonic and endospermic ABA, for 
seed dormancy research.   
 
Potential for PHS prevention 
This study demonstrated the importance of NCED amplification for seed dormancy 
control and also established a new experimental system for basic research on seed 
dormancy mechanisms. In addition, it also provided a proof for the robustness of a 
positive feedback mechanism, which can be applied to technology development. The 
pABRE:NCED system created by the cereal genes (pTaEM:SbNCED) offers a direct tool 
for PHS prevention in food crops. Sorghum is an important staple crop for people in 
developing countries. Therefore, PHS in sorghum could be a serious issue in food 
security, while wheat is another major crop for the world, for which PHS often causes 
problems during grain production (Gubler et al., 2005).  
NCED PGSS system (Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011) can be used for PHS prevention. 
However, it may not be practical to spray a chemical ligand for a large-scale production 
such as cereals. Besides, unnecessary induction of NCED in plant organs other than seeds 
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could cause pleiotropic effects such as slow growth and increased susceptibility to 
diseases (Fan et al., 2009). In the pABRE:NCED system, the positive feedback 
mechanism is initiated only in the specific tissues in seeds and timings where the native 
ABA is produced. Therefore, this system could be considered as an enhancement, or 
recovery, of the original seed dormancy system that has been reduced or lost over the 
course of crop domestication. While PHS prevention was not tested in the pABRE:NCED 
Arabidopsis lines, the system is more robust than the inducible lines and is anticipated to 
prevent PHS. The construct is currently being tested in wheat. 
Changes of NCED expression during the period of after-ripening were not followed in 
this study. Since the seeds become germinable at least partially after storage periods, a 
certain level of after-ripening and reduction in NCED expression and ABA biosynthesis 
must be happening. The deep dormancy can be released by inducing “germination rescue” 
genes, such as ABA hydroxylases, and/or NCED RNA interference by PGSS with 
chemical application, which is a highly feasible wet treatment to seeds after harvest (see 
Chapter 4). Thus, the outcomes of this study also contribute to translational biology to 
control seed dormancy and germination for crop production and food security. 
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ABSTRACT 
Potential issues for germination recovery from PHS-resistant seeds were examined in this 
chapter. Impermeability of the testa hinders efficient penetration of some small chemicals, 
such as transcriptional inhibitors, through the endosperm and the embryo during seed 
experiments. The Arabidopsis testa also limited efficient entry of methoxyfenozide, a 
chemical ligand which was used for inducible gene expression experiments, into seeds. 
The interference of the entry of the chemical ligand into seeds by the testa was 
problematic to gene induction experiments. To develop an efficient inducible expression 
system for gene function analysis in seeds, an inducible expression system with nitrate, 
which is a testa-permeable ligand, was examined. The vector containing the 2.1-kb 
upstream sequence of NITRITE REDUCTASE 1 (Konishi and Yanagisawa, 2010; The 
Plant Journal 63, 269-282) was able to cause expression of a test gene (long non-coding 
RNA) in imbibed seeds at the stage before testa rupture in a nitrate-dependent manner. 
This system can be used to induce positive regulators of seed germination to break 
hyperdormancy in the PHS-resistant seeds described in Chapters 2 and 3. In addition, 
chemical alteration of ABA perception by an ABA antagonist also recovered germination 
from the PHS-resistant seeds. Chemical alteration of hormone metabolism and perception 
has potential to recover germination from hyperdormant seeds and provide a 
comprehensive PHS prevention technology.      
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INTRODUCTION 
Both the inducible seed dormancy (Chapter 2) and the spontaneous hyperdormancy 
through a positive feedback mechanism (Chapter 3) functioned well to prevent seed 
germination and are most likely applicable to PHS prevention in actual agricultural 
practices. However, an important question is: “How can germination be recovered from 
the PHS-resistant seed?” As described in General Introduction, the comprehensive 
mechanisms of hormone metabolism have been elucidated. For example, positive 
regulators of seed germination, such as GA biosynthesis genes or ABA deactivation 
genes, can be induced to promote seed germination. While the disadvantage of spraying 
chemical ligands to the large production fields has been mentioned above, chemically 
inducible gene expression to harvested seeds, which can be performed in a small scale in 
seed factories or warehouses, offers great potential for seed germination recovery. 
However, there seems to be a problem of impermeability of the testa to chemical 
ligands, possibly including methoxyfenozide used for the Plant Gene Switch System. 
While it is possible to deliver those ligands through the endosperm and the embryo by 
particularly targeting the stages after testa rupture, dormant seeds do not exhibit testa 
rupture and cannot take in chemical ligands efficiently. Therefore, it is necessary to 
develop a new system of inducible gene expression system with a testa-permeable 
chemical ligand. 
In this chapter, problems associated with impermeability of the Arabidopsis seed testa 
and the potential of an inducible gene expression system with a permeable ligand will be 
discussed. In addition to alteration of ABA metabolisms (i.e. biosynthesis or deactivation), 
a potential of blocking ABA perception and signal transduction will also be examined. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Germination tests 
For the effects of potassium nitrate to break the spontaneous hyperdormancy, 
(GFP/transgenic) seeds were plated on filter papers moistened with 3.5 ml of deionized 
water or test solutions, which were contained in 9-cm-diameter petri dishes, and were 
incubated at 22°C under light. Germination percentages after 5-7 days, with or without 7-
day prechilling (indicated for individual experiments), were recorded. For the effects of 
AS6, an ABA antagonist (Courtesy of Prof. Yasushi Todoroki, Shizuoka University) to 
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the NCED6 Gene Switch seeds (see Chapter 2), germination was examined without 
prechilling and recorded after 5 days.      
 
Reverse transcription (RT)-PCR 
For RT-PCR to analyze gene expression, RNA was extracted from seeds using a standard 
phenol-SDS extraction. Two micrograms of total RNA was reverse transcribed with 
Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus reverse transcriptase (Promega). The conditions for 
PCR were: one cycle at 94°C (1 min), touchdown cycles (94°C for 15 sec, 66°C→59°C 
for 15 sec, and 72°C for 30 sec) (one cycle for each annealing temperature) and 30 cycles 
at 94°C (15 sec), 59°C (15 sec) and 72°C (30 sec), followed by extension at 72°C (7 min). 
Twenty cycles, instead of 30 cycles, were used for semi-quantitative RT-PCR.  
 
Nitrate inducible gene expression 
The 5’ upstream sequence (2,092 bp) of the Arabidopsis NITRITE REDUCTASE 1 (NIR1) 
was amplified using the Arabidopsis Columbia (Col-0) genomic DNA and the forward 
(AtNIR-Pro-F3: 5’-AGTAGGGATGTGTCGTGTGT-3’) and reverse primers (AtNIR-
Pro-R: 5’- GATGATGGCGGAAGAAGGAGT-3’). The isolated fragment was re-
amplified for InFusion (Takara) reaction with the forward (pNIR InFusion[HindIII]-F: 5’- 
GGCCAGTGCCAAGCTTAGTAGGGATGTGTCG-3’) and reverse (pNIR 
InFusion[BamHI]-R: 5’- CGGTACCCGGGGATCCGATGATGGCGGAAGA-3’) 
primers. PrimeSTAR, a high-fidelity DNA polymerase (Takara), was used for this 
purpose.  
The fragment prepared with the InFusion primers was cloned to the pCambia 1301 
vector (courtesy of Tony Chen, Department of Horticulture, Oregon State University) 
digested with HindIII and BamHI. Then, the BamHI site in the vector was re-digested to 
insert a test gene (long non-coding RNA) using an InFusion reaction. The complete 
vector was used for Agrobacterium-mediated plant transformation as described 
previously (Liu et al., 2005b). Transgenic plants carrying the nitrate inducible system 
were selected using hygromycin. 
For induction experiments, ten mg seeds produced from the hemizygous T1 plants 
were plated with 10 mM potassium nitrate or potassium chloride (control) solution. RNA 
was extracted from seeds as described previously (Liu et al., 2005b). For leaf induction, a 
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rosette was cut at the petiole, which was soaked in a test solution contained in a 0.5-ml 
tube and incubated for 5 h. RT-PCR was performed as described above, except that the 
different forward (#1847: 5’-GAACGTGGAACCCTTAGTTAC-3’) and reverse (#1828: 
5’-ATGAGGAAGCCAAACTCCAA -3’) primers were used in this experiment.   
 
RESULTS 
Testa permeability 
It has been suggested that the testa of Arabidopsis seed is impermeable to some small 
chemicals (Debeaujon et al., 2000; Rajjou et al., 2004). A similar issue was observed for 
Intrepid2F (Ingredient: methoxyfenozide), a chemical ligand used for the Plant Gene 
Switch System, which is a chemically inducible gene expression system (Padidam, 2003; 
Koo et al., 2004; Tavva et al., 2006; Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011). Induction of NCED, 
a rate-limiting ABA biosynthesis gene, by this system was sufficient to suppress seed 
germination (Martinez-Andujar et al., 2011) (Chapter 2). However, almost all NCED-
induced seeds were suppressed only after the testa rupture in this system (examples 
shown in Figure 4-1). Since ABA is synthesized and functions inside seeds to maintain 
dormancy in the native system and dormant seeds do not exhibit testa rupture after 
imbibition, it is not conceivable that NCED and ABA play their roles particularly in the 
narrow window of the stages between testa and endosperm rupture. The fact that almost 
all of seeds were arrested after testa rupture in the NCED-inducible system would rather 
suggest that NCED induction and ABA synthesis did not occur until the rupture of the 
testa, which prevented the entry of the chemical ligand methoxyfenozide into the 
endosperm and the embryo. These results exemplify that testa permeability is an issue 
also for chemically inducible gene expression system with this type of ligand.  
 
The needs for an inducible expression system with a permeable ligand 
The impermeability of the testa may not be an issue when a germination suppressing gene 
is induced, because sooner or later radicle growth will be inhibited by the expression of 
the negative regulator, as observed for the NCED-inducible system above. However, 
inducible gene expression systems with chemical ligands, which cannot penetrate through 
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Figure 4-1. Typical appearance of the NCED-induced pAGE:NCED6 Arabidopsis seeds 
by the chemcal lignad Intrepid2F (methoxyfenozide). While near complete suppression of 
germination was observed, almost all seeds still reached testa rupture, suggesting that 
induction occurred only after testa rupture and that the testa is impeamiable to 
methoxyfenozide.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-2. Suppression and receovery of seed germination in the pTaEM:SbNCED 
Arabidopsis lines. Recovery of germination by combination of 50 mM potassium nitrate 
(KNO3) and 7-day prechilling treatments is shown. One-month-old seeds of the three 
independent pTaEM:SbNCED lines (38, 39, 43) were examined. Note that full 
germinaiton recovery was not observed even with the most efficient treatment (KNO3 
plus 7-d prechilling). 
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the endosperm and the embryo, will not operate well when germination recovery is 
intended. Dormant seeds do not exhibit testa rupture and therefore will not provide an 
opportunity for the chemical ligand to trigger gene expression inside seeds, even when a 
positive regulator of germination is successfully incorporated into the system. This could 
be a problem when genes with dormancy releasing potential are examined for their 
function in basic research. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an inducible gene 
expression system with a testa-permeable ligand.    
Inducing positive regulators of seed germination is also important for seed 
enhancement or germination recovery technologies. As described in Chapter 3, the 
spontaneous hyperdormancy imposed by the positive feedback mechanism is extremely 
deep. While this phenotype is preferable for PHS prevention, it is necessary to establish 
strategies for seed germination recovery to make a comprehensive technology for 
germination control. It was found that the hyperdormancy imposed by this system can be 
partially released by combination of seed storage, prolonged prechilling treatments and 
dormancy releasing chemicals (Figure 4-2). However, full recovery of germination needs 
to be achieved by more progressive approaches.  
Induction of germination promoting factors, such as GA biosynthesis genes, ABA 
deactivation genes and NCED antisense or RNA interference (RNAi), has great potential 
to recover germination. However, the inducible system mentioned above may not 
function well for this purpose because the chemical ligand does not seem to penetrate the 
testa efficiently and the NCED-amplified hyperdormant seeds do not exhibit testa rupture. 
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new inducible gene expression system with a 
chemical ligand, which could permeate through the endosperm and the embryo, 
particularly for germination recovery purpose. 
 
Potential of the nitrate inducible gene expression system 
To explore an inducible gene expression system in imbibed seeds before testa rupture, a 
gene promoter responsive to nitrate, which is a soluble chemical known to be permeable 
through the testa and also as a dormancy-releasing reagent (Figure 4-2; discussed below), 
was focused. The promoter of the Arabidopsis NIR1 has been characterized (Konishi and 
Yanagisawa, 2010). Approximately 3-kb upstream and 2-kb downstream regions of this 
gene enable induction of a GUS reporter gene in Arabidopsis seedlings in a nitrate-
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responsive manner. The promoter region contains the nitrate-responsive cis-element 
(NRE). A synthetic promoter, which contains the four copies of a 43-bp sequence 
including NRE and the 35S minimal promoter, is capable of directing nitrate-responsive 
transcription (Konishi and Yanagisawa, 2010). 
 Based on the information, a 2.1-kb region of the promoter containing NRE together 
with part of the 5’ UTR of this gene was isolated and cloned to a transformation vector 
(Figure 4-3A), which was used to prepare transgenic plants. A test transcript (long non-
coding RNA [lncRNA]) was examined in the transgenic Arabidopsis leaves. The 
accumulation of lncRNA, which was also observed in the control leaves at a moderate 
level, was strongly enhanced in a nitrate-responsive manner (Figure 4-3B), verifying the 
responsiveness of the NIR1 promoter to nitrate. In seeds, this lncRNA was expressed at a 
very low level, however it was clearly induced by nitrate (Figure 4-3B). The seeds used 
for RNA extraction for that experiment were harvested at 15 h of imbibition, at which no 
testa rupture was observed. Clear induction of gene expression in the seeds by nitrate 
demonstrates the utility of the inducible system with a permeable ligand for gene 
induction at the relatively early stage of imbibition before testa rupture. It is known that 
nitrate induces CYP707A2, an ABA deactivation gene in seeds (Matakiadis et al., 2009). 
Therefore, if NCED-suppressive genes, such as antisense NCED or NCED RNAi, are 
induced by nitrate, it could have a dual effects of reducing ABA biosynthesis and 
increasing ABA deactivation, both of which are expected to reduce ABA levels in seeds 
and promote seed germination (Figure 4-3C). 
 The nitrate-inducible gene expression system will also be useful for functional 
genomics in basic seed research. However, it should be noted that a precaution is required 
for its use in seed research, especially when it is used to characterize function of genes 
with germination inducing potential. The dormancy releasing effects of nitrate could 
make it difficult to separate the positive effects of the gene examined and nitrate itself. In 
that case, it will be necessary to include a good control, such as nitrate-treated wild-type 
seeds, which were produced under the same condition as transgenic seeds, and examine 
germination differences between the control and nitrate-induced transgenic seeds. In 
contrast, when putative negative regulators of seed germination are induced by this 
system and germination suppression phenotypes are observed despite the positive role of 
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Figure 4-3. Nitrate-inducible gene expression in Arabidopsis seeds. A, Schematic 
representaitons of the structure of the NITRITE REDUCTASE 1 (NIR1) including the 
promoter region (pNIR1) used for the experiments (top) and the transformation vector 
containing pNIR1, to which a germination recovery gene of interest can be inserted 
(bottom). The major restriction sites (BamHI, HindIII, KpnI) are indicated in the scheme. 
Tnos, nos (nopaline synthase) terminator. B, Semi-quantitative RT-PCR showing 
examples of induction of a gene of interest (long non-coding RNA [lncRNA])  in leaves 
and 15-h-imbibed seeds by 10 mM potassium nitrate (KNO3) with control of potassium 
chloride (KCl). ACT2, ACTIN2. C, Schematic representation of the concept of dual 
effects of ABA reduction by antisene NCED-induction by the nitrate-inducible sysyem. 
Since nitrate induces CYP707A2, an ABA deactivation gene in the native system, 
antisense NCED induction by nitrate could have dual effects of decreasing ABA 
biosynthesis and increasing ABA deactivation, both of which reduce ABA levels in seeds 
and release dormancy.      
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nitrate in seed germination, it would be even more convincing for functional 
characterization of the negative regulators of germination. 
 While there are both advantages and disadvantages for the use of the nitrate-inducible 
gene expression system in basic seed research, from a technology development point of 
view, the system that allows gene induction at the relatively earlier stages of imbibition 
before testa rupture, will be a robust tool for seed germination recovery and enhancement 
technologies. The combination of this system with the PHS prevention systems will 
provide a comprehensive technology for the future. 
 
Potential of altering ABA perception and signaling 
The results described in Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrated that alteration of ABA 
metabolism has a great potential to modify seed dormancy and germination. In addition to 
those approaches, modification of the ABA perception and signal transduction pathways 
also has potential to control seed dormancy and germination. Recently, a series of 3’-
alkylsulfanyl ABA, which is capable of binding to the ABA receptor and serves as an 
ABA antagonist, has been developed (Takeuchi et al., 2014). One of them AS6 was 
tested with the pAGE:NCED6 seeds, which induced by Intrepid2F (and hence were 
dormant). While there was a variation among the pAGE:NCED6 lines, in terms of their 
response to AS6, it promoted seed germination in all of the lines tested (Figure 4-4). This 
is still an ongoing project and more experiments need to be done, however these results 
suggest that an ABA anatgonist could be another strategy to recover seed germination 
form the PHS-resistant seeds created by inducible or spontaneous hyperdormancy.      
 
DISCUSSION 
Seed testa exhibits selective permeability to different chemicals. GA application promotes 
seed germination, which verifies the entrance of GA into seeds, while some enzyme 
substrates (Liu et al., 2005a), transcription inhibitors (Rajjou et al., 2004) and chemical 
ligands for inducible gene expression (Figure 4-1) may not go through the endosperm and 
the embryo efficiently. 
 Nitrate has been used as a dormancy releasing reagent in many seed testing 
laboratories and is a testa-permeable chemical, which makes a nitrate-inducible gene 
expression system as an ideal option for seed germination recovery. The combination of 
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the original effect of nitrate and induction of positive regulators of seed germination by 
the same chemical provides an excellent germination recovery system with the dual-
effects. In this study, actual induction of NCED RNAi, CYP707A2 or GA3ox was not 
tested. However, since nitrate itself (in combination with prolonged prechilling) can 
recover germination from the hyperdormant seeds quite significantly (Figure 4-2), an 
additional induction of a positive regulator of seed germination is expected to result in 
high germination percentages. Furthermore, nitrate is an environmentally friendly 
chemical inducer compared to others, such as steroid hormones, and is highly applicable 
to agricultural production. A possible drawback from this system is a leaky expression of 
the target gene in other plant tissues and organs than seeds, due to the native nitrate when 
its concentration reaches the threshold to trigger the response of the promoter used in this 
system. 
To address the aforementioned pitfall of the nitrate inducible gene expression system 
to change hormone metabolism, another possibility of germination recovery through the 
modification of hormone perception and signal transduction was also explored in this 
study. Perception of ABA by the receptor changes its conformation, to which protein 
phosphatase 2C (PP2C), such as ABA INSENSITIVE1 (ABI1), binds (Park et al., 2009; 
Cutler et al., 2010). In this way, the protein kinase, such as SnRK2, which was bound and 
repressed by PP2C, is de-repressed, activated and then phosphorylates the downstream 
components, such as ABRE (ABA responsive element)-binding factors (ABFs). ABFs 
finally activate ABA-responsive genes through its binding to the ABRE in their promoter 
regions (Devic et al., 1996). These sequential events are all triggered by PP2C binding to 
the receptor. 
AS6, an ABA antagonist used in this study, has an extended arm that protrudes out of 
the pocket upon its binding to the ABA receptor, thereby preventing PP2C binding to the 
receptor and subsequent events in ABA signal transduction (Takeuchi et al., 2014). The 
experimental data from this study indicated that, while ABA levels were extremely 
enhanced in the induced pAGE:NCED6 seeds, interfering ABA perception and receptor-
PP2C interaction was efficient enough to cause semi ABA-insensitive phenotypes and 
recover at least certain levels of germination in these lines (Figure 4-4). A remaining 
question is whether the Arabidopsis testa is completely permeable to AS6. The induced 
pAGE:NCED6 seeds still reach testa rupture (Figure 4-1), therefore AS6 can reach the 
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endosperm and the embryo, even when the testa is impermeable to it. Examining the 
permeability of AS6 and other chemicals will be an important focus for this type of 
application. Possible effects of residual AS6 in seeds and seedlings will need to be 
examined. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Recovery of germinaiton from induced dormancy in the pAGE:NCED6 seeds 
by 3’-alkylsulfanyl ABA6 (AS6), an ABA antaonist (Takeuchi et al., 2014). Seeds of the 
three independent lines of pAGE:NCED6 lines (5-125, 8-181, 15-132) were incubated 
with Intrepid2F (to induce NCED and increase ABA for germrinaiton suppression) in the 
presence (3, 10, 30 µM) or absence (0 µM ) of AS6.       
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This dissertation study focused on the biology of seeds, which are dispensable for our life 
and society, as direct food, starting materials for agriculture production, and tools for 
environmental control. Without seeds, agriculture and food production are not secured 
and the ecosystems cannot be sustained properly. The major focus of the research was 
placed on the role of seeds as a delivery system of genetic information, which is always 
materialized through germination. The mechanisms of seed germination and the 
counteracting system of seed dormancy were of particular interest in this study.      
 I believed that the basic mechanism of hormonal regulation of seed germination and 
dormancy, especially those by ABA and GA, must be highly conserved among a wide 
range of species, even between monocots and dicots. Therefore, this seemingly universal, 
regulatory mechanism of seed dormancy and germination was selected for the study.   
While the ABA and GA pathways are regulated at various layers, including 
transcriptional, post-transcriptional, and post-translational levels, the major experimental 
approaches in this study were performed through transcriptional control. One of the 
reasons for this was that causing post-translational modifications, such as phosphorylation 
of a particular protein or interaction between two specific proteins, is not easy, which 
hinders applications for technology development. More importantly, hormone 
metabolism in seeds is mainly regulated at the level of transcription, providing an 
opportunity to make transcription as a switch to alter the biology of seeds. A critical 
question was whether a single transcriptional change in a rate-limiting hormone 
metabolism gene by an exogenous approach would be sufficient to change seed 
performance.    
 The experimental data presented in Chapter 2 clearly answered the question and 
indicate that induction of the single gene NCED6 is sufficient to switch imbibed seeds, 
which were ready to germinate, back to a dormant state (Figures 2-4, 2-5). These results 
demonstrate the robustness of a rate-limiting gene for hormonal regulation. Another 
important message from the results is that imbibed seeds are continuously accumulating a 
substantial amount of the substrate for the enzyme. Otherwise, mass production of the 
enzyme would not have had a significant consequence of germination suppression. 
NCED6 (and NCED9) is expressed in developing seeds (Lefebvre et al., 2006), which is 
consistent with the proposed function of this gene to increase ABA levels and induce 
dormancy during seed maturation. However, NCED6 expression is generally reduced in 
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nondormant seeds during imbibition (Cadman et al., 2006), such as the 3-d prechilled 
seeds used for these experiments. It is interesting that nondormant, imbibed seeds contain 
a substantial amount of the substrate for NCED. This is probably an important 
implication for the biology of seeds. That is, while nondormant seeds operate the program 
to complete germination, they are sensing the surrounding environment during imbibition 
and capable of switching off the germination program when necessary. This may be how 
secondary dormancy is induced in seeds. Thus, the first part of this dissertation study 
shed light on the interesting biology of seeds during imbibition. 
As described in General Introduction, a single induction of ABI5 (Piskurewicz et al., 
2008) or DOG1 (Nakabayashi et al., 2012) in imbibed seeds does not suppress 
germination. Therefore, these factors may not offer an efficient switch to suppress 
germination. In contrast, a single induction of NCED6 provided an excellent proof of 
concept for dormancy inducing technology. Unlike other inducible system using steroid 
hormones, the Plant Gene Switch System ligand Itrepid2F, which contains 
methoxyfenozide as an ingredient, has been approved by the US Environmental 
Protection Agency. The concentration of Intrepid2F (x10,000 dilution) used for the 
experiments can still be diluted 100 fold (Figure 2-13) for application purpose. All of 
these features of the NCED gene switch make the system ready for immediate 
applications. The proof of concept was obtained for the germination suppressor NCED, 
considering PHS prevention in crops. The inducible system can also be used for 
germination enhancement with positive regulators, such as GA3ox (discussed below).  
 While the first part of this dissertation study focused on switchable dormancy, the next 
phase of study explored the possibility of spontaneous hyperdormancy that does not 
require chemical induction and is more practical for PHS prevention. For this purpose,   
the robustness of the rate-limiting metabolism gene was integrated with the regulatory 
cascades of hormone signal transduction, which were elucidated from previous studies. 
NCED needs to be expressed in developing seeds during maturation to cause dormancy. 
Therefore, seed- and maturation stage-specific promoters were sought for this purpose. 
The NCED promoter should be able to drive seed- and maturation stage-specific 
expression properly. However, the expression levels of hormone metabolism genes are 
not very high in general and therefore NCED promoter is not expected to be very strong. 
The best candidate promoters were the LEA promoters, which are seed specific (at least 
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for many of them) and maturation stage specific. In addition, what is ideal is that the LEA 
promoters contain ABRE(s) and are ABA-responsive. This idea of driving an ABA 
biosynthesis gene with an ABA-responsive promoter prompted to test the possibility of 
creating a positive feedback mechanism and amplification of ABA biosynthesis and 
signaling. 
 Another critical decision for experimental design was to use cereal genes (wheat LEA 
promoter and sorghum NCED) to test this idea. Transferring the outcomes of this research 
to technology and agriculture was the underlying concept. Therefore, these cereal genes 
were used for the study. At the same time, functional characterization of these monocot 
genes in Arabidopsis, a dicot, was expected to address an important biological question 
about conservation of the basic regulatory mechanisms of hormone metabolism and 
signal transduction between the two classes of plants. I believe that the data presented in 
Chapter 3 have addressed these two important aspects. Now, we understand that similar 
mechanisms function in monocots and dicots of plants. It can be safely said that hormonal 
regulation is at least one of the universal mechanisms for seed dormancy and germination. 
The DNA construct made of the cereal genes can directly be applied to multiple crop 
species and is being tested for wheat in collaboration with a Canadian group. Some 
biochemical changes in developing wheat grains, which reduce starch quality, could be 
initiated even before germination become apparent. Therefore, inducible NCED 
expression may not be satisfactory for PHS prevention. The spontaneous hyperdormancy 
system, which is triggered at much earlier stages will function better for this purpose, 
although the inducible system could target a very narrow window of induction timing at 
any stage of development if permeability issue is cleared. 
 There were also difficulties and pitfalls in this dissertation research, including possible 
low recovery of transgenic seeds, due to hyperdormancy or no-germination phenotypes.    
To circumvent this problem, a GFP marker driven with a seed-specific promoter was used. 
This approach was selected mainly for the recovery of the genetic lines, however it 
functions even better for seed sorting.	   Seed sorting itself has great potential for 
technology. In addition, the method also allows creating GFP- versus non GFP-, high 
ABA- versus low ABA-, or dormant- versus nondormant populations of seeds of the 
same maternal origin. These will be excellent materials for basic research, such as high 
throughput gene expression profiling by RNA sequencing.  
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 Moreover, the progressive attempts to create a positive feedback loop in the ABA 
metabolism and signal transduction pathway in seeds, in turn revealed a positive feedback 
mechanism present in the native pathway (Chapter 3, Figure 3-11). Thus, translational 
biology provided ‘back translation’ to basic science, which exemplifies the synergy 
between basic and translational research. 
As predicted, both inducible and spontaneous NCED expression caused enhanced 
ABA levels (maximum >20 fold and >70 fold, respectively) and dormancy, from which 
germination recovery is now required. The comprehensive understanding about ABA and 
GA metabolism suggests that induction of ABA deactivation genes or GA biosynthesis 
genes by the inducible system should counteract with the hyperdormancy. Wet treatments 
of harvested seeds, which can be done in warehouses, are more feasible compared to 
chemical applications to large production fields. However, limited permeability of the 
testa to Intrepid2F was suspected and a new inducible system with nitrate was tested. A 
proof of concept was obtained using a long non-coding RNA as a test gene. Creating 
transgenic lines for NCED RNAi- or CYP707A2-inducible lines was beyond the scope of 
this dissertation research, however the potential of the inducible system with the testa-
permeable ligand has established a foundation for germination recovery technologies. 
 Along with the findings and development in this study, progresses made by other 
research groups have also opened possibilities for applications, which can be integrated 
with the outcome of this study. Germination recovery from the hyperdormant seeds with 
the ABA antagonist (Figure 4-4) is a good example. The fusion of chemical biology and 
transgenic approach will provide more advanced technologies. While the outcomes of this 
study are realized through transgenic approaches, the knowledge about hormone 
metabolism has also been applied to breeding programs: potential of developing PHS-
resistant wheat by selecting ABA deactivation mutants has been demonstrated 
successfully (Chono et al., 2013). Combination of different approaches can be decided 
and used for crop improvement, depending on the regulatory procedures for agricultural 
crops in various regions and countries in the world.    
 In conclusion, controlling seed germination and dormancy is becoming more 
important to sustain the ecosystems and secure food production for the world, especially 
under the current and future climate changes. Fundamental understanding of the biology 
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of seeds should be advanced further and the basic knowledge has to be translated into 
practices toward the future.    
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